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CHAPTER I. INTRODUCTION AND 
LITERATURE REVIEW 
Introduction 
Often, the data to be analyzed do not all become available at the 
same time. Rather, the data accumulate in time and the problem of 
estimation is an ongoing one. Recursive estimation is concerned with 
establishing an algorithm which allows one to compute estimates in an 
assumed model by taking advantage of previous computations. Thus, the 
objective is to forego many of the computations and storage requirements 
that would be required if one were to process all of the data at the 
end of each time period. This objective can be accomplished by utiliz­
ing previous computations and by retaining in storage only those items 
absolutely essential for processing future observations. 
Initially, interest was stimulated in recursive estimation due to 
the navigational problems associated with spacecraft in orbit about the 
Earth. Estimation of the position and velocity of the spacecraft was 
desired from measurements made by the spacecraft, such as the angular 
measurements of a horizon sensor (see, e.g., Sorenson 1966, pp. 276-81). 
An on-board guidance system dictated the use of on-line estimation. 
Storage space was limited. 
Subsequently, recursive estimation techniques were found to be 
useful for a wide range of problems from the monitoring of a medical 
patient (see, e.g., Pagurek et al. 1972) to applications with nuclear 
reactors (see, e.g., Godbole 1973). 
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Recursive estimation techniques can be found both in the engineer­
ing control literature and the statistics literature. Many of the 
developments parallel each other. The fundamental difference between 
the bodies of literature lies in the assumed model. Frequently, the 
statistician deals with a linear model in which the observations are 
expressed as known linear combinations of unknown parameters plus an 
error. Interest revolves around estimation of these unknown parameters 
or so-called fixed effects. The control theorist, however, replaces 
this vector of unknown parameters by a vector of random variables called 
the state vector. (This vector may be regarded as a vector of random 
effects.) Hence, the control theorist assumes a model in which the 
observations are expressed as known linear combinations of random 
variables plus a random error. In addition, the state vector is assumed 
to obey a generalized type of multivariate autoregressive process 
described in what is termed the state equation. The entire model—the 
observation equation and the state equation—is referred to as the 
state-space model. It is the dynamic nature of the state vector, as 
well as the introduction of randomness, that sets apart the state-space 
model from the classical regression model of the statistician. 
Econometricians and time series specialists have also utilized models 
similar (sometimes equivalent) to state-space models. Autoregressive-
moving average (ARMA) time series models can be cast into the state 
space formulation (see, e.g., Harvey and Phillips 1979). Some of the 
"varying parameter" models researched by econometricians are already 
in the state-space form. A somewhat confusing point though (see, e.g.. 
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Besley and Kuh 1973) is that the so-called "varying parameter" problem 
encompasses three very different models. 
1. Systematic variation models in which the parameters are 
regarded as nonrandom but may vary according to some 
deterministic relationship. 
2. Models in which the "parameter" vector is partitioned 
into several subvectors each of which is assumed to have 
arisen as a random drawing from a common multivariate 
distribution. 
3. State-space models in which the "parameter" vector is 
assumed to obey the stochastic process identified by the 
state equation. 
In addition, in models falling in the third category, the initial state 
vector may be assumed to be a vector of unknown parameters in contrast 
with the engineering literature in which the initial state vector is 
assumed random (see, e.g., LaMotte and McWhorter 1978). 
Best Linear Recursive Estimation for 
Fixed Effects Model 
Plackett (1950) derived a recursive estimation algorithm for a 
fixed effects model in which is a pxl vector of unknown parameters, 
^2. is an n^xi vector of observations, and is an n^xp known matrix of 
rank p. It is assumed that E(^2^) = and E(2i - X^o^) (^^ ~ Xia) ' 
= 0^1 . Let â-, be the BLUE (the linear unbiased estimator of 
n^ —J-
minimum variance) based on the observations then = ^l^lzi and 
the var(^2) ~ where = (xjx^)"l. 
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During a second stage, an additional n2 observations 2.2 with 
expectation X2a become available (where Xg an n2Xp known matrix). 
Assuming E(;^ - X^a) (^2 - X^a) ' = c^lni+n2 wh^re ^  = (22, 2^) ' and 
Xg = (x|, X^)*, Plackett obtained the following formula for the BLUE 
based on the observations 22» terms of 2i and 2.2' 
*2 " Al + CiXgd^^ + X2CIX2)-1(22 " Xg&l) • d-D 
Now var(â?) = (X^X^ + X2X2)~^ 
= (Ci^+ X2X2)-1 a2 
= C20^ , say. 
Plackett found that 
C2 = Ci - CiX2(In2 + ^2^1 * (1.2) 
Finally, denoting and S2 as the old and new sum of squared 
residuals, Plackett showed that 
S2 = Si + (22 - X2il) ' (^n2 + X2CiX^)~^(22 " X2^) • (1.3) 
Expression (1.2) is one version of an often rediscovered matrix 
inversion lemma (see, e.g., Lindley and Smith 1972). A slightly more 
general form than (1.2) appeared in a paper by Duncan (1944). Duncan 
gave the result (his notation): 
(D - CA-lB)-l = D"^ + D-1C(A - BD-^C)"^ BD~1 . 
In Plackett's proof of (1.2) he also showed that (lag + X2CiX2)~^ 
X X2C1 = X2C2. Hence, an alternative form for (1.1) is 
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ôg = - Xgâ^) . (1.4) 
Plackett's proof of (1.1) did not utilize the matrix inversion 
lemma in its derivation. Expression (1.3) was proven by utilizing 
(although not explicitly stated) the fact that the vector of residuals 
in a least squares fit is orthogonal (with respect to the standard inner 
product <u,v> = u'v) to the columns contained in the matrix of 
regressors. Also the proof of (1.3) relied on details used in establish­
ing (1.1). 
In short, Plackett's paper gave the adjustments to the least-
squares estimators, their variance matrix, and the sum of squared 
residuals that are needed to incorporate additional observations. 
The expressions (1.1)-(1.4) and the essence of their proofs presented 
above are important in understanding parallel developments for the 
random and mixed models. 
Recursive Residuals 
Farebrother (1978) established that the recursive residuals have 
been known since 1891 and are due to Pizzetti. Several researchers 
(Brown et al. 1975; Phillips and Harvey 1974) examined the properties 
of these recursive residuals and constructed statistical tests based 
on them. The basic regression model considered was 
y^ = x^ + (k = 1,2 T) 
where oi is a pxl vector of unknown parameters and the e^ (k = 1,2,...,T) 
are zero-mean uncorrelated random variables with common variance a^. 
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Let jâ^ be the least-squares estimator after the first k observa­
tions. The recursive residuals are defined as 
+ 4^^k-l'4-i)"^ 2%]"^ (Zk - %-l) 
for k = p+1 T 
where = (x^ ' and where it is assumed that rank (X^-l) ~ P* 
If one were to obtain ^  and (X^ X*)"l and then utilize (1.1) and 
(1.2) for each additional observation, the recursive residuals would 
continue to appear in the second term of (1.1). Also f^ is the second 
term of (1.3). 
The recursive residuals display properties similar to the e^. 
This is one reason for their popularity. They are zero-mean uncorre-
lated random variables with constant variance o^, and they are linear 
in the observations. They are a special case of the class of residuals 
considered by Theil (1971, pp. 202-3). In his terminology they are 
LUS (linear unbiased with a scalar covariance matrix). 
The State-Space Model 
We now present the discrete-time version of the state-space model 
which has received considerable attention in the engineering literature. 
The model consists of (1) the state equation; bj, = T^^^ ^  + 
(k = 2,3,... ), starting with b^ = + w^, and (2) the observation 
equation; ^k ~ ^ k—k fk " 1, 2, ... ). Here, ^  (q^xl) is the 
state vector or vector of random effects at time k, and is the known 
mean of the initial state vector _b^. 
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The dynamics of the state vector are explained in part by the 
transition matrices which are assumed known. The state vector 
itself is unobservable. However, we do observe 2^^, a n^xl vector of 
observations which becomes available at time k. The matrices 
(k = 1,2,... ) are assumed known. 
We assume that the random vectors (k = 1,2,... ) are zero-mean 
uncorrelated error vectors with variance matrices - yarÇwy) where 
Qk is known and possibly singular, and where a^>0 is unknown. We also 
assume that the error vectors ej^ (k = 2,3,... ) have mean zero and are 
uncorrelated with variance matrices = var(e^) where is known 
and possibly singular. In addition we assume E(e^w^,) = 0 for all 
k and k'. 
The Kalman Filter 
Given the observations (^he problem of estimation of ^  
can be resolved into three separate problems. These problems are 
referred to as the smoothing, filtering or prediction problems accord­
ingly ask<j, k = j, or k> j. The corresponding estimator is denoted 
by j* Its associated mean squared error matrix is denoted by 
= E(bk|j - bfcXikl j - W" 
Kalman (1960) derived the optimal filtering estimator along 
with the matrix in a recursive fashion. The algorithm was not 
first explicitly written in the form of Flackett's corresponding 
solution (1.1) and (1.2) for the fixed effects model—Kalman was 
probably unaware of Flackett's work. However, the algorithm presented 
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in Theorem 3 of Kalman's work can easily be manipulated so that the 
adjustments to and that are needed to incorporate the 
additional vector of observations are similar to (1.1) and (1.2). 
These recursive expressions are given by the updating equations ; 
^|k = ^ k|k-l ^k|k-l^k^ " ^k^l k-l) (1-5) 
Ck|k = Ck|k_i - k-l^k^k^k^klk-1 (I'G) 
(k = 1,2,... ) 
where + Zk^k^k-l^k' (The notation A~ denotes a generalized 
inverse of A, i.e., any conformable matrix satisfying the condition 
AA~A = A.) The expressions and are defined by: 
il|0 = m (1.7) 
Gk|k-1 = Tk&k-llk-l (k = 2,3,... ) (1.8) 
Ci|o - Qi (1'9) 
^k|k-l ~ ^ k^k-ljk-l^k ^k (^ ~ 2,3,... ) . (1.10) 
Equations (1.5)-(1.10) define the Kalman filter. Equations 
(1.7) and (1.9) are the start-up values needed to initiate the 
recursions. Equations (1.8) and (1.10) are referred to as the predic­
tion equations. 
Kalman's derivation assumed that and (k = 1,2,... ) were 
all positive definite. Later, Kalman (1963) eliminated this unnecessary 
assumption by the use of a generalized inverse. Also his model (as is 
common in engineering) assumed q^ = q^, and njj = n^, for all k and k'. 
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Kalman's original approach for the case where and are univar­
iate random variables with means zero was to denote by Y(j) the linear 
space consisting of the collection of all random variables a^y^f...+ajyj 
with real coefficients a^^. He defined the inner product of any two ele-
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ments u and v of Y(j) as <u,v> = E(uv). The norm of u is then [E(u )] 
By determining the projection of bfc on Y(j), i.e., the linear function 
of yi»---»yj such that ECb^ - \ a^y^)^ is a minimum, Kalman had found 
i=l 
the optimal estimate of bj^ in the sense that the projection of bj^onYCj), 
which we denote by is the minimum mean squared error linear pre­
dictor of bj^ based on yi,...,yj. In the case where e^ and w^ (i = 
l,2,...,k) are normally distributed, 6k|j corresponds to E(b%Jyi,...yj). 
When the states and observations are zero-mean random vectors with 
= q^, and n^ = n^, for all k and k', the previous discussion can be 
extended. Denote by Y(j) the collection of all random vectors of dimen­
sion equal to that of the state vector which may be expressed as + 
... + Aj2j with the A^ real matrices of conformable dimensions. Define 
the inner product of any two elements u and v of Y(j) as <JJ»v> = E(u'v). 
The projection of b, on Y(j), i.e., the element of Y(j) for which 
j i 
E(bj^ - \ A^y^) ' (b|^ - \ A^^^) is a minimum, is the optimal estimate of b^y 
i=l 1=1 
in the sense that the projection of ^  on Y(j), which we denote by , 
is the minimum total mean squared error linear predictor of ^  based on 
McGarty (1974, chpt. 4) has a good presentation of this. 
The representations (1.1) and (1.5) are very similar as pointed 
out earlier. Both express the updated estimate as the optimal estimate 
based on k - 1 observations plus a correction term which is the product 
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of a weighting matrix and the error in predicting ^  at time k-1. The 
er r o r  p r o d u c e d  b y  t h e  K a l m a n  f i l t e r  i n  p r e d i c t i n g  ^  at t i m e  k - 1  is  
Ik ~ \^k|k-l* sequence ^  (k = 1,2,... ) is called 
the innovation sequence. It is the counterpart of the recursive 
residuals in the fixed effects model. Kailath (1974) remarked that the 
term innovation appears to have been introduced by Wiener, Massani, and 
Kallianpur in the mid-1950's. 
As perhaps expected, the statistical properties of the innovation 
sequence have been extensively investigated. This sequence has turned 
out to be an important diagnostic tool. Kailath (1968) examined the 
innovation sequence. He found that the innovations have mean zero and 
are uncorrelated, and he derived their variance. Note that the innova­
tions, by definition, are not normalized (unlike the recursive 
residuals). 
Estimation of Introduction 
and Filtering Techniques 
The Kalman filter which produces the filtered estimates assumes 
that the matrices R^, Q^, and Tj^ appearing in the filter are all 
specified. Frequently, these matrices may be functions of a few unknown 
parameters, say 0^. The estimation of £ may be carried out in one of two 
ways: 
1. On-line, in which the estimation is carried out as the 
data arrive, usually by means of a recursive algorithm. 
2. Off-line, in which the estimation is carried out after all 
the data have become available. The observations are usually 
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processed several times, each time with a different guess 
for 
There are many techniques for estimating J9. Schweppe (1973, 
chpt. 14), Eykhoff (1974, chpt. 13), and Âstrbm and Eykhoff (1971) sur­
veyed these techniques. Also the entire December 1974 issue of IEEE 
Transactions on Automatic Control is devoted to the closely related 
areas of system identification and time series analysis. The techniques 
include: state augmentation, maximum likelihood, model reference 
methods, correlation methods, instrumental variables, and stochastic 
approximation techniques. 
We will confine our attention to maximum likelihood (ML) as this 
procedure provides both a viable and general approach for the estimation 
of ^  when normality is imposed. Kashap and Rao (1976, chpts. 6 and 7) 
present off-line maximum likelihood related techniques for a generalized 
type of AR (autoregressive) and ARMA processes. Instead of looking at 
the full likelihood under normality of the observations, they examine 
the likelihood conditional on the values of the initial observations. 
In certain applications where the starting point of the process is known 
without error, this is a justifiable procedure. Even if this is not 
the case, the procedure is somewhat justifiable from the point that the 
effect of the initial observations is asymptotically negligible under 
certain conditions (Pierce 1971). 
Recently researchers (Jones 1978; Ledolter 1978; Harvey and 
Phillips 1979) have focused attention on casting ARMA models into the 
state-space form in order to utilize the Kalman filter. The 
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matrices and Involve unknown parameters, say Schweppe (1965) 
showed that the joint probability density function of the observations 
ij. in the state-space model (under normality) could be written 
in terms of the innovations ~ ^ (k = 1,2,...,T) produced by 
the Kalman filter. This representation, called the filtering form of 
the likelihood function, was found to be^: 
(2TTo2)-^ X n[det (%)]"^ 
k " 
X exp {-Î2a"2 I (^ - Zkiklk-1^' (I'll) 
where N = ^ n^. 
k 
The approach then has been to utilize the Kalman filter to evaluate 
the full likelihood (1.13) (or some equivalent reexpression) at specific 
parameter points. This requires reprocessing of the data with the 
Kalman filter for each value of Numerical optimization programs not 
requiring analytic derivatives have been used in conjunction with the 
Kalman filter to find the maximum likelihood estimate of These 
procedures are all off-line. 
We shall defer discussing other techniques for estimating ^  until 
Chapter V. 
Preliminaries 
Some notation we use throughout the remainder of this work is C(A) 
and A~ for respectively the vector spaced spanned by the columns of A 
^Unless explicitly stated otherwise, all summations and products 
extend from 1 to T. 
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and a generalized inverse of A (any conformable matrix satisfying the 
condition AA~A = A). Some important results concerning column spaces 
and generalized inverses are listed below for easy reference (see, e.g., 
Rao 1973, pp. 25-27). 
Theorem 1.1; C(X'X) = C(X'). 
Theorem 1.2; All solutions to a consistent system of equations Ax = ^ 
are generated by 
3C = A~b + (I - A~A) ^  
and letting ^  range over all vectors (of appropriate dimension). 
Lemma 1.1: For any symmetric matrix A, (A")' is a generalized inverse 
of A. 
We shall use to refer to the projection operator onto C(X) 
using the inner product <u,v> = _u'V~^v where V is a positive definite 
matrix. When V is the identity, we will suppress the I in the notation. 
Some important properties of which we shall use extensively are the 
following (see, e.g., Rao 1973, pp. 46-47); 
(P%j2 = , (1.12) 
(V-lpV)i = v-lpV (1.13) 
Pjx = X . (1.14) 
V 
The following lemma gives an explicit representation for P^ (see, 
e.g., Rao 1973, pp. 47-48). 
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Lemma 1.2: The projection, operator onto C(X) using the inner product 
<u,v> = u'V~^ is 
= X(X'V"^X)~ X'V-1 (1.15) 
which is invariant to the choice of generalized inverse involved in 
(1.15). 
We shall adopt the convention of Graybill (1969, p. 317) in defin­
ing the class of nonnegative matrices to be composed of the disjoint 
classes of positive definite and positive semidefinite matrices which 
we define below. 
Definition 1.1; The matrix A is said to be positive definite if A is 
symmetric and x/Ax > 0 for all x ^  0^. 
Definition 1.2; The matrix A is said to be positive semidefinite if A 
is symmetric and x/Ax Z 0 for all x with equality holding for some 
X ¥ 
In Chapter II we will frequently work with partitioned nonnegative 
matrices. The following corollary is an immediate consequence of 
Lemma 1.2 and (1.14) with V = I upon noting that, for a nonnegative 
matrix 
g ^ ^11 ^12 
-21 ^22-1 , 
there exists a matrix T = (R, S) such that 
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E = 
R'R R'S 
S'R S'S 
Corollary 1.1; Let 
E = ^11 ^12 
U'21 "22J 
be a partitioned nonnegative matrix. Then, 
(i) ^12^22^21 invariant to the choice of generalized inverse, 
(ii) For 2 e C(E22)> ^]_2^22^ invariant to the choice of 
generalized inverse. 
(Ill) 
Overview of the Remaining Chapters 
In Chapter II we review a particular approach to the derivation of 
the Kalman filter. 
Duncan and Horn (1972) attempted to familiarize statisticians with 
the Kalman filter by relating it to regression analysis. Their approach 
was to rewrite the state equation as 
Hi - il - «I 
0 - ik - %k_i " % ( k  = 1 , 2 , . . .  )  ,  
and then to append these equations to the observation equation in the 
state-space model. Thus, they were able to rewrite the state-space 
model into the usual regression form ^  = Xj^b^ + e^^ with 
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(HI *2' '^2 » * • • ' » 
f , \  , ' , tv ~* » t • I , 
= (b^,b2,...,bp , = (-w^,e^,-w^,eg "VV ' 
and 
X* = 
k 
-Tr 
0 
0 
I 
0 0 
0 0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
-Tr 
0 
0 
0 
0 
'kJ 
The idea here is to express the dynamic and random aspects of the state 
vector through pseudo-observations which are appended to the actual 
data vector '. Their approach assumed var(^) is 
nonsingular or equivalently that and (k = 1, 2 , . . .  ) in the state-
space model are all positive definite. 
Young (1974) acknowledged the importance of Plackett's early work 
and motivated the Kalman filter via recursive least squares. We prefer 
a more direct approach. This approach is more in the spirit of Kalman 
(1963) in which the essential ingredient is the use of the conditional 
mean of a singular normal distribution. [Rao (1973, pp. 517-27) gives 
a definition of the singular normal distribution.] 
In Chapter III we introduce the mixed model, a model incorporating 
both fixed and random effects. We show how estimators of the linear 
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combinations of the effects and the mean squared error of the estimators 
can be obtained from those for a two-part random model by passing to 
the limit appropriately. 
In Chapter IV we introduce a mixed model where the random effects 
are dynamic. We obtain best linear unbiased recursive estimators for 
the mixed model from the Kalman filter for the two-part random model by 
utilizing results from Chapter III. These mixed model recursions were 
previously derived by Harville (1979). Harville's proof though is 
laborious as it does not attempt to utilize the Kalman filter. Our 
approach rather utilizes the Kalman filter in addition to the idea of 
regarding fixed effects, in a Bayesian sense, as random with no prior 
information. 
Albert and Sittler (1965) employed this limiting technique to 
obtain the recursions for the fixed effects model. Their results were 
more general than Plackett's as they placed no restrictions on the rank 
of and allowed for the possibility that the linear functions of ot 
which were estimable might change from stage to stage. 
In Chapter V, we address the mixed model counterpart of the 
parameter estimation problem discussed previously for the state-space 
model. We are concerned with simultaneous estimation of g (an mxl 
vector of unknown parameters), and the fixed and dynamic random effects 
in the mixed model introduced in Chapter IV. 
We use a limiting approach to construct the filtering form of the 
restricted likelihood function from the filtering form of the full 
likelihood function for the two-part random model. The restricted 
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maximum likelihood (REML) approach was established in its general form 
by Patterson and Thompson (1971 and 1974). It is shown that the REML 
approach is equivalent to looking at the distribution of the suitably 
defined mixed model innovations. Also we examine the first- and 
second-order partial derivatives and the expectation of the second-order 
partial derivatives of the REML function to suggest a possible on-line 
procedure for simultaneous estimation of 8 and the fixed and random 
effects. 
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CHAPTER II. DEVELOPMENT OF THE KALMAN FILTER 
The development that follows was inspired by that of Albert (1972, 
chpt. 9). 
Lemma 2.1: Let^ % ~ (jj, Z) . Then P[^ ~ V. e C(Z)] = 1. 
Proof; Let £ satisfy = £. Then, var[£'~ U.)] = p_'2p_ = 0, 
and thus by the Tchebychev Inequality - jj) = 0 w.p.l (with proba­
bility one). Therefore, - ^)'jp = 0 w.p.l for any £_ satisfying 
%£ = 0, or equivalently by Theorem 1.2, (% - #)'(! - = 0 w.p.l 
for any vector z (of the appropriate dimension). By taking £ 
successively equal to (1,0,...,0)(0,0,...,1)' we obtain 
(il - y.) ' = (2 " Z w.p.l, or % - w e C(E) w.p.l. Q 
We shall consider estimation (prediction) of i.e., linear 
combinations of the components of random vectors, rather than estimation 
of the random vector ^  Itself in order to keep the mean squared error 
optlmallty criterion throughout this work. (The usual approach 
establishes total mean squared error as the criterion for estimation of 
random vectors.) 
Definition 2.1; An estimator (predictor) *(%) of is said to be 
linear if there exists a constant c and a constant vector ^  such that 
t(^) = c + a'2. 
^The notation that follows specifies the mean vector and the 
variance matrix (possibly singular) of the indicated random vector. The 
distribution is not specified although its second moments are assumed to 
exist. 
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Frequently we shall employ the notation and to 
denote var(^), cov(_r , and cov(^,^) for two random vectors ^  and _r. 
Note that Eg^ = Also we shall frequently denote the mean of the 
random vector _r by 
Theorem 2.1; Let b be an unobaervable random vector and 2 observable 
random vector for which 
b~ Zbb Eby\ 
% 
_ y _  
^YYL 
Suppose tijn) is any linear predictor of Then, the mean squared 
2 
error E[t(;^) - is minimized uniquely by 
T(x) = A' [Vb + :by^yy(2. " 2Y)] 
in the sense that any other linear predictor which also minimizes the 
mean squared error equals A'[jMb + E^yEyyC^ - Wy) ] w.p.l. 
Proof ; We take expectations with respect to the joint distribu­
tion of ^  and ^  Lemma 2.1 says we may confine our attention to 
{(_b' ,2' ) ! i - Uy G C(Eyy)}. From Corollary 1.1 part (ii) we have 
that for such y, E,, E (y - y ) is invariant to the choice of general-
DD yy —y 
ized inverse of Eyy. We have 
E[t(2) - _X'b]^ 
= E{t(2) - A' [% + ^ by^yy(Z ~ 
+ A'[iib + Ey r (Z - jiy)] - A'b}: 
= E{t(x) - A'[% + Vyy^^ -
+ E{A' [j^ + ^ by^yy(z " ~ A'M^ 
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provided the cross product has expectation zero. Thus, 
E[t(i) - A'b]2 > EU'[U^ + - Wy)] - A'b}2 
with equality holding if and only if 
E{t(x) - A'lHt + ° • 
The latter equality holds by the Tchebychev inequality if and only if 
+ ^ by^yy(Z ~ w.p.l. 
To complete the proof we only need to show that the cross product 
has expectation zero. Writing the first factor in the cross product 
in the form a* + , we have 
-E{^'[(b - yjj) - %by^yy(2 ~ Jiy)][a* + £*'(2 - iiy)]} 
= -a*X' [E(b - - ^ by^yy 
- A'E[ (b - %%)(% - Ey)' + ^ by^yy(Z " Jiy) (-Z " Py) ' 1 Ç* 
• - hy^'yy'^yy^ S-* 
= 0 [by Corollary 1.1 part (iii)]. fl 
Notation; For 
Oi f—r| /^rr ^rs 
\ ^sr ^ss/-
let Pris = 2r + ^ rs^ss^^ " for s - Ug e C(Egg) and let 
^rrls ~ ^ rr ~ ^ rs^ss^sr * 
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Note that Jij-jg and are invariant to the choice of general­
ized inverse of by Corollary 1.1 parts (i) and (ii). 
The mean squared error of the optimal estimator in Theorem 2.1 
equals 
E(l'Wb|y -
= - b)(ji^^|y - b)'] X 
= A'{E(b - j^)(b - - [E(b - - Ey)'](z;y)' ^yb 
- EbyZyy " ^y) " Jib) ' 
+ ^ by%:;yE(Z - Wy)(z - Uy) ' (E^y) ' X 
= A'[%bb - ^ by(%yy)' ^yb " ^by^yy^yb 
^by^yy^yy^^yy^ ' ^yb^ -
= A'[%bb ~ Zby^yyZyb] A (using Corollary 1.1 part iii) 
= A' Zbbjy A . (2.1) 
Theorem 2.2; Let (_b',^')' have a joint distribution with finite second 
moments. Allow any measurable function f(.]i) having finite variance as 
a predictor of Then, the mean squared error E[/(^) - is 
minimized uniquely by^ - A' ^(^1%) in the sense that any other 
allowable predictor which also minimizes the mean squared error equals 
A'E(blx) w.p.l. 
Proof : We have 
E[/(z) -
= E[/(x) - A'E(blz) + A'E(blz) - A'b]^  
= E[/(x) - A'E(blx)]^ + E[X'E(bl^) - l'b]2 
^Notationally, we will not distinguish between a random variable 
and a particular realization of that random variable. 
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provided the cross product has expectation zero. Thus, E[/(^) - ^ 
> E[A^'E(^l2,) - with equality holding if and only if E[/(^) 
- ~ 0" The latter equality holds by the Tchebychev inequal­
ity if and only if /(%) = _X'E(b|2) w.p.l. 
To complete the proof we only need to show that the cross product 
has expectation zero. We have 
E[/(Z) - l'E(bl^)l[A'E(bl^) - X'bl 
= EyEjj|y[/(_y_) - rE(b|2)] [rE(b|y) - X^'b] 
= Ey[/(z) - l'E(b|2)] Eb|y[X'E(b|x) - A'b] 
=  0 . 0  
Kalman (1963) derived the conditional mean and covariance for a 
singular normal distribution. Marsaglia (1964) gave a proof also. 
Furthermore, Marsaglia's proof explicitly established that the 
conditional distribution is normal. Marsaglia's proof though is not 
for an arbitrary generalized inverse of E^y. Rao (1973, pp. 522-23) 
gave a proof of the following; 
Theorem 2.3: Let 
b 
•XJ N "W 
'^bb Zbyj 
_2_ J 9 1 ^yb ^yyl-
The conditional distribution of ^  given % is ^ (jlb|yi^bb|y^ " 
The following corollary is an immediate consequence of Theorems 
2.2 and 2.3 and equation (2.1); 
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Corollary 2.1; Let have the normal distribution described in 
Theorem 2.3. The optimal predictor of in the sense described in 
Theorem 2.2 is and the mean squared error of this predictor is 
-'^bbly-* 
Lemma 2.2; Suppose 
'r-
.Z_i 
Then 
29. E . z \ yy* yy TT 
r - My* 
y-
Xly 
-X - Ji 
e C 
E ^ E 
y*y* y*y 
^yy* ^yy-^ 
if and only if 
2* - G C(Zy*y*) and X -
-y|y» yy y 
Proof; Let u = and v = % - j^. Then, for E 
C(Zy*y*) we have 
2 - Ey|y* = Z - Ey " ^yy*^y*y*<^Z* " iiy*) 
= V - Syy*2y*y*U 
Also, there exists T = (R,S) such that 
^y*y* ^y*y 
L?yy* -yy. 
= T'T = 
R'R R'S 
S'R S'S 
So, 
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yy|y* yy yy* y*y* y*y 
= S'(I - Pj^)S where = R(R'R)-R. 
Thus, we must show 
u R'R R'S 
E C 
_v_ J'R S'S 
is necessary and sufficient for 
u E C(R'R) and v - S'R(R'R)~u e C[S'(I - Pr)S] 
The sufficiency follows because 
la R'R R'S 
E C 
_v_ _S'R S'S 
R 'R R' S 
_ v_ _S 'R S' S 
^2 
for some and a^2 
=J> u = R'l^i + R'Sa2 (2.2) 
and V = S'Raj^ + S'Sag (2.3) 
=» u = R'R^j^ + R'S^2 » 
and V - S'R(R'R)"u = S'(I - P^)Sag . 
The second equation in this system is obtained by adding (2.3) to 
-S'R(R'R)~ times equation (2.2) and by noting from (1.14) that Pg^R = R. 
Thus, u e C(R') or equivalently by Theorem 1.1 u e C(R'R) and 
V -  S 'R(R 'R)"u E C [S ' ( I  -  Pr )S ] .  
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The necessity follows because 
u E C(R'R) and v - S'R(R'R)-u e C[S'(I - Pj^)S] 
=> u = R'Rh^ for some , 
and V = S'R(R'R)~u + S'(I - for some Jb2 
=» _u = R'RJbj^, 
and V = S'R(R'R)-R'Rb^ + S'(I - Pp^)Sbg 
R'R 0 
E C 
V S'R S'(I -
u R'R R'S 
E C 
_v_ J'R S'S 
I -(R'R) R'S 
since R'Pp^ = R'. 
On noting that C(A) contains C(AB) for any (conformable) matrices A and 
B, the proof is complete. 0 
The following lemma is stated in Searle (1971, p. 27). 
Lemma 2.3; A generalized inverse of 
var 
2* ^y*y* 2y*y 
is = 
-yy* ^yy -
y*y* "y*y*"y*y yy|y*"yy*"y^y 
— ^yy|y*^yy*^y*y* 
y=y*-y*y-yy y. 
^yyly* 
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Theorem 2.4; Suppose 
2* /}Ly^ 
2 •x, % 
b_ 
A y*y* >*y ^y*b^ 
yy* 
V^by* 
yy yb 
^by ^bb ZJ 
Then, 
^b|y*y " iibjy* ^by|y*^yy|y*~ —y|y*^ 
2* - My* e C(Zy*y*) and ^  " Jiy|y* ^ C(Eyy|y*), and 
%bb|y*y = %bb|y* " %by|y*%yy|y*%yb|y* 
where 
and 
ZbyIy* ~ Zby ~ ^ by*&y*y*^y*y 
^yy*^y*y*^y*b ^yb|y* ~ Z-yb 
Proof: We have 
Wb|y*y = Jib + 
^y-y - fb ' »bcy«)"(y*)(y*] 
Z* -Wy* 
l_Z - My . 
for 
1 
1 
V 
e C 
^y*y* %y*y 
_z - Jiy_ -yy* 2yy_ 
or equlvalently (by Lemma 2.2) 
for - £y* E C(Zy*y*) and ^  - iiy|y* e C(Zyy|y*). Using Lemma 2.3 
we find that for - Jiy* e C(Zy*y*) and .% " Hy|y* ^ ^^^yy|y*^ 
• (*^l^ _ X)¥^l^2*^l^q2 + 
[(% - X) - (*^r - *X)*^*^3*^^3]*^l^d3*^l^42 _ V^ISâ 
(^ - - ^ *^3*^*^2*^42) 
(*% _ ,X)*^*^z*^^3*^^^f3(4q3 _ ^*^3*^*^2*^43) 
(*% _ ,X)*^*f3*^'^3 + W 
•^TT - X" 
|-¥^ liCXjXq^ 
|^^2^*^3*^*^3*^q3_ «*^*^3*^^3*^ 
*^TT - *X^ 
_j_ yAyX^yXq^j _j. RlT 
- X" 
*% _ *X_j 
yXjXXg *^*^3*^^3*^I^^3Z 
^^^^2^v^2*^*^2_ v^v^2*^^2*^l^^2^*^3*^*^3 ^  *•'^*-'^3 
(^qg.v^qg) + q^r = 4*^14* 
83 
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^bb ~ (%by*'%by) 
^y*y*^y*y^yy|y*^yy*^y*y* ^y*y*^y*y^yy|y* 
-^yyly*^yy*^y*y* ^yy|y* 
Ey*b 
- yb-
^bb ~ [^by*^y*y* ^by*^y*y*^y*y^yy|y*^yy*^y*y* 
^by^yyjy*^yy*^y*y*» ~ ^ by*^y*y*^y*y^yy|y* ^by^yyjy*] 
^y*b 
liyb-
^bb ~ ^by*^y*y*^y*b ~ (^by*^y*y*^y*y ~ ^by^^yy|y*^yy*^y*y*^y*b 
+ (Eby*%y*y*%y*y ~ ^by^^yy]y*^yb 
~ ^bbjy* ~ ^ byIy*^yy|y*^yb|y* " ^ 
Note that 
^ E Z 2^V*y*^V* 
®®|y*  ®® ®y '  ®  
^yy "• ^yy*^y*y*^y*y ^yb "" ^yy*^y*y*^y*b 
-?by " %by*^y*y*^y*y ^bb ~ %by*^y*y*^y*b. 
Syy|y* %yb|y* 
-by I y* ^bb | y*-
Hence, the off diagonal matrices in the above variance matrix are in 
fact defined consistently. 
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Lemma 2,4: Let 
b* 
w 1, 
_Z*_ 
AibA 
ULy*/ 
[%b*b* 0 %b*y*\ 
0 Q 0 
\%y*b* ® %y*y* j. 
Suppose 
Then, 
b = Tb* + w 
ibjy* = for y* - _My* e C(Zy*y*) 
^bb|y* ~ TEb*b*|y*T' + Q . 
Proof; We have for %* - 2y* G C(Zy*y*) 
lib I y* ~ -Hb ^ ^ by*^y*y*^-21* ~ iLy*^ 
= Tpb* + TEb*y*Zy*y*(%* - Py*) 
= Tj^*|y* . 
Also, we have 
%bb|y* = ^bb " %by*%y*y*%y*b 
~ T%b*b*T' + Q ~ T%b*y*%y*y*%y*b*^' 
= TZb*b*|y*T' + Q • 0 
VO \ /R 0 Lemma 2.5: Let 
b lib 
,Jiy* 
0 Ebb 
\0 Z y*b 
0 \ 
%by* 
2y*y*/ 
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Suppose 
2 = + je . 
Then, 
-Hi>|y*y ~ llb|y* ^bb|y*Z'(R ^^bbjy*^'^ ~ ^ iibjy*^ 
for 
Z.* - Jiy* E and z " iLy|y* ^ ^^^yy|y*^' 
%bb|y*y - %bb|y* " %bb|y*Z'(* + Z%bb|y*Z') Z&bb|y* * 
Proof; The assumptions are summarized by 
0 ^ 0 0 R 
b a. iib 0 Zbb %by* w 
Z* ILy* 0 ^y*b ^y*y* ^y*b^ ' 
_Z_ \W 9 ZZbb CS3 M ZW + R 
Now by Theorem 2.4 for 2* - Hy* e C(2y*y*) and % - Jiy|y* E C(Zyy|y*) we 
have 
-Hb|y*y ^ ^bjy* ^by|y*^yy|y*(Z " %ly*^ 
%bb|y*y ~ ^bb|y* ~ ^by|y*^yy|y*^yb|y* • 
Now for 2* - _Uy* E C^Ey*y*) havB 
2y|y* = Ziib + Z2j^y^j:;*y*(z* - %*) = Zjibly* ' 
Also we have 
%by|y* = ^by " ^by*^y*y*Vy ^bb^' ~ ^ by*^y*y*^y*b^" %bb|y*Z' » 
and 
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^yy|y* ^yy ^yy*^y*y*^y*y 
- a + zZtyZ' - ZEby.:;*y.Zy*tZ' 
= R + ZZbb|y*Z' • 
The result is obtained by substitution of these expressions into the 
expressions for Wb|y*y ^bb|y*y- ^ 
Theorem 2.5; Assume the state-space model introduced in Chapter I. 
The optimal predictor [in the sense described in Theorem 2.1, or in 
the sense described in Theorem 2.2 if and e^ (j = l,2,...,k) are 
assumed jointly normal] of and its mean squared error based on 
the observations 2% may be obtained by means of the Kalman 
filter defined by (1.5)-(1.10). In addition, we have 
°^Ck|k-l • - V4|k-1 " W (2-4) 
- E<^|^ - b^Xb^lk - Ifc)' • (2-5) 
Proof: Let ' • We show that the Kalman filter 
described by (1.5)-(1.10) gives the following: 
°'°k|k-i " ""kbklyLi 
^|k " ^bk|y( 
°'Ck|k = Vk|yk 
(k = 1,2,... ). 
(For the case k= 1 interpret ^  as degenerate, i.e., having no elements.) 
We shall then have by Theorem 2.1 and equation (2.1) (or Corollary 2.1 
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if normality is assumed) that the optimal predictor of based on 
(%* is with mean squared error A. 
^). Also it follows by an argument similar to the one 
employed in deriving (2.1) that E(j^|^ - W (| - b)' = [in the 
notation of equation (2.1)]. Hence, we shall also have the results 
(2.4) and (2.5). 
We now employ an induction argument to justify the previously men­
tioned equalities. Take the case when k=l. We have ^ = 2^ from 
(1.7). Recall that we have denoted E(^^) by Also we have 
from (1.9). Recall that we have denoted var(^^) by This verifies 
the first two equalities for k=l. Equation (1.5) gives 
&i|i • &i|o + Ci|o zX'% - %l|o' 
= il|0 + - Zib^jg) 
Equation (1.6) gives 
a^Ciii = G2[Ci|o - CijoZ^H^ZiCijo] 
" ^l^l|0 
= - ^b^y^SiYiSibi 
" ^bibilyi' 
Hence, the latter two equations are verified for k=l. 
Now assume that the Kalman filter described by (1.5)-(1.10) has 
been used to process the observations up through time k and that 
34 a 
^t|k = i!bk|y{ "-P-l - Vkl yî " G(^k|k - W%|k - V-
Make the following associations in Lemma 2.4: w -> w^^^, 
i* ^  2k' ^  ^+i' ^  ^  \+l* ^ °^^k+l* Use the prediction equa­
tions (1.8) and (1.10) and apply Lemma 2.4 to give; 
ik+l|k = Tk+l&klk 
= Tk+lHbk|yk W'P'l 
- 4bk+i|y: "'P'l' 
and 
*^Ck+i|k = °^^^k+l^klk\+l \+l^ 
= Wbi^bklyfU + °'Qk+l 
^bkfibfc+lly^ 
This verifies the first two equations for k+ 1. 
Make the following additional associations in Lemma 2.5; e^e^^^^» 
Z ^k+l' ^  ^k+1» ^ Use the update equations (1.5) and 
(1.6), the previous results for k + 1, and apply to give; 
ik+ljk+l " ^+l|k ^k+l|k\+l\+l^^k+i " \+À+l|k^ 
^k+llyj ^  ^ ^k+l^k+llyk^^"^^^" 
* (Zk+1 - :k+iMb^,^|y*) w.p.i 
^k+i|ygyk+i ' 
and 
I 
°^Ck+l|k+l = o^(Ck+i|k - Ck+IIk^k+l^kn^k+l^k+lIk^ 
~ ^btfibk+ijy^ ^^k+l^k+llyâ ^k+l^° ^k+1^ 
34b 
Equations (1.5) and (1.6) are the counterparts of equations (1.1) 
and (1.2). To arrive at the counterpart of (1.4) we state Theorem 2.6. 
Before proving Theorem 2.6 we need the following lemma. More general 
versions of this lemma appear in Harville (1976). Equation (2.8) is 
not needed for establishing Theorem 2.6, but is included here since it 
will be needed later. 
Lemma 2.6: Suppose R is positive definite and D nonnegative. Then, 
(R + ZDZ')-1 = R-1 - R-1ZD(D + DZ'R"^ZD)~DZ'R-1 , (2.6) 
(R + ZDZ')-1ZD = R-1ZD(D + DZ'R"^ZD)"D . (2.7) 
If in addition D is nonsingular, then 
det(R + ZDZ') = det(R)det(D)det(D-l + Z'R'^Z) . (2.8) 
Theorem 2.6: Suppose Rj^ is positive definite. Then for = R^ + 
^k^klk-l^k given by (1.6) we have 
Ckik-izK^ = =ki • 
Proof; It follows from (2.4) that is nonnegative. The 
matrix is nonsingular since it is the sum of a positive definite 
and nonnegative matrix. Applying (2.6), we obtain 
where A = C^jk-l + Cj^|k-l^X\^klk-l- «^nce, 
Ck|k-l^k\^ = (Ck|k_i " ^k|k-l^k4[%^k|k-l^ ^ kjk-l^^^^ • 
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By (2.7), 
- "=kik-i -
- Ckik^;»;" • 1 
Both expressions given in Theorem 2.6 are referred to as the Kalman 
rl gain. The term "gain" refers to the fact that or 
I are the weighting matrices which pre-multlply the in 
^k - ^ kik|k-l • 
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CHAPTER III. MIXED MODEL ESTIMATION VIA LIMITS 
Estimation for the General Mixed Model 
Consider the mixed model 
= Xa + Zu (3.1) 
where % is a Nxl vector of observations, X and Z are known matrices of 
constants of dimensions Nxp and Nxr respectively, ot is a pxl vector of 
unknown parameters (fixed effects), and _u is an r^l vector of random 
effects and errors. Note that the formulation (3.1) lumps both errors 
and random effects into the random vector ii. Instead if one wishes to 
separate these components, formulation (3.1) allows this by taking 
Z = (Z*,Ijj) and u = 
Hence, (3.1) becomes 
= Xot + Z*b + e . (3.2) 
It is assumed that E(u) = 0 and that var(^) = D where D is known. 
We assume only that D is nonnegative, but V = ZDZ' is assumed to be 
positive definite. [Note that this implies r ^  N since rank (ZDZ') 
i min(r,N).] 
We shall be concerned with the estimation of linear combinations 
of ot and ^  where _o is the realized, but unobservable, value of the 
random vector ii. The problem of estimation of v is often called 
"prediction of ti. " 
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Definition 3.1; An estimator t(^) of + A2— said to be linear 
if there exists some constant c and some Nxl vector ^  of constants 
such that E c + ^ '2. 
t f 
Definition 3.2; An estimator of + A2^ is said to be unbiased 
(or more explicitly unconditionally unbiased) if 
E[t(x) - (A^a + A2II) ] = 0 
or equivalently if 
E[t(x)] = Al« • 
The quantity t(x) - (Ai°L A^) sometimes referred to as the 
estimation (prediction) error. Note that in Chapter II when we 
considered the state-space model (essentially a random effects model) 
no unbiased restrictions were needed. In fact, the optimal estimators 
turned out to be unbiased in the sense of Definition 3.2 since (using 
the notation of Chapter II) 
E{A'[Ub + ^ by4y(^ -Ey)] " A'b]} a 0 . 
Here, however, because we are adding fixed effects terms to the model, 
the optimal estimator will be best only in the class of estimators 
which are both linear and unbiased. 
Consider (for the moment) the representation (3.2) for the mixed 
model. If we are interested in estimating A^«. + A2A.where ^  is the 
realized value of b^, we might require 
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Ey|b.g[t(z) - + = 0 . (3.3) 
However, this would be the unbiased restriction imposed if we were 
considering the fixed-effects counterpart of the two-part model (3.2). 
As we wish to utilize the extra information provided by the mixed model 
formulation, we restrict ourselves to unconditionally unbiased 
estimators—a broader class of estimators than the conditionally 
unbiased estimators satisfying (3.3). 
Definition 3.3: The (unconditional) mean squared error of the 
estimator t(^) is defined by E[t(^) - (A.^ + A221) ] ^ ' 
Now consider estimation under model (3.1). We wish to find, among 
estimator having smallest mean squared error. Let ^  be any solution 
to the Aitken (1934) equations 
x'v-lxâ = X*V-li . 
For estimable, that is, such that ~ for some Nxl vector a, 
a generalized version of the Gauss-Markov theorem insures that 
is the estimator of ^ ^0^ which has smallest variance among the class 
of all linear and unbiased estimators. If in addition, 11 is normally 
distributed, then has smallest variance among the class of all 
unbiased estimators. 
If 2 were known. Theorem 2.1 would lead us to estimate by 
+ ^ uy^;y(Z - %)] = A2»Z'V-^(Z - Xa) . (3.4) 
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Since is" unknown, we consider estimating by , 
where Û = DZ'V^^C^ - X^). (Note that Zû = y[_ ~ X& is the generalized 
least squares residual vector after a regression of 2 on the columns 
of X.) The following theorem was given by Harville (1976): 
Theorem 3.1; Suppose is estimable. The estimator + ^ ^u has 
the smallest mean squared error of all linear unbiased estimators t(j7) 
for + ^ 2^ • If in addition u is normally distributed, then 
+ ^ 2^ has smallest mean squared error of all unbiased estimators. 
Henderson (1963) proved the case of Theorem 3.1 when = 0^. 
Henceforth, we shall refer to XÎ& + X'û as the mixed model 
—1— —2r~ 
estimator. Also we shall refer to it as the optimal estimator in the 
same sense as the theorem describes. 
The mean squared error of the optimal estimator (Harville 1976) is 
E[AÎ(â-a)+A2(Û-U)]^ = 1^(X*V-1X)-Aj^ + - DZ'V-lZD)^2 
+ ^2®Z'V"1X(X*V~%)"X'V-1ZD^2 - 2 lJ^(X'V"%)-X'V~^ZDX_2 (3.5) 
The first term ^^(X'V~^X)~^^ equals var(^^). The second term is the 
mean squared error of the "estimator" defined in (3.4). The third term 
is the extra part of the mean squared error of that arises because 
ct is unknown and must be estimated. The last term equals 
2 cov[^^£, X^(û - u)] = -2 cov(X^j^, ^ ^) 
since cov(x'&, X^) = 0 . 
—1— —2— 
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[The cov(_X^£, = 0 because the vector of residuals from generalized 
least squares, the vector % - Xâ, Is uncorrelated with X^. ] 
Matrix Norms and Limits of Matrices 
It is convenient at this point to digress. Our limit results are 
most easily proved in terms of matrix norms. Those familiar with 
matrix norms and the fact that a necessary and sufficient condition for 
the convergence of a sequence of matrices (of finite dimension) 
{A^} to converge elementwise to Aq is that 
lim ||A^ - AQII =0 
n->oo 
for an arbitrary norm may skip this section. 
Definition 3.4; Let A be any real sxt matrix. We define HA|| , the 
norm of A, to be a real valued function of the elements satisfying: 
(1) ||a|| > 0, with IIA|| = 0 only if A = 0 
(11) 1|CA|| = Ic| ||a|| for any real number c 
(ill) 11A+BII 5 ||a|| + ||b|| (triangle inequality) . 
Let a^j (1 = 1,2 s; j = 1,2 t) denote the Ijth element of 
the matrix A. Some examples of matrix norms are: 
s 
Il All = max % l^^iif (the maximum absolute column sum); 
^ j 1=1 
IIA||2 = [p(A'A)]^' where p(S) = max |Xj(S)| (the are the eigen­
values of S; p(S) is called the spectral radius; and || » ||g 
is called the spectral norm); and 
||a|L = (^ a^.)^ (the Euclidean norm). 
ij ^ 
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Matrix norms satisfying the condition 11AB|| < || A}] ' ||B|| are said to 
be consistent norms. The norms |1 • H^» 11*112» and, || ||g are all consist­
ent matrix norms (see, e.g., Stewart 1973, Thms. 2.5 and 2.8). 
The following two lemmas will allow us to state our limit results 
for an arbitrary matrix norm. The proofs are similar to proofs given for 
vector norms in Isaacson and Keller (1966, pp. 6-7). 
Lemma 3.1: Every matrix norm, ||a|| , is a continuous function of the 
S't elements a^j of A. 
Proof : Let (1 = 1,2 s; j = l,2,...,t) be the ijth element 
of the matrix A. By part (iii) of Definition 3.4 we have 
11A+A1| ^ llAll + llAll . 
This implies that 
|1A+A|1 - 1|A11 ^ |1A|1 . (3.6) 
Also, we have 
11 All = 11A+A-A11 ^ 11A+A1| + 11-All [by (iii)] 
||A+A1| +  | | A|| [by (ii)] , 
which gives 
-(||a+A1| - ||A||) < 1|A11 . (3.7) 
Thus, (3.6) and (3.7) yield 
1 llA+All - llAll 1 < IjAjj . 
Now A = ^ where E^J is an sxt matrix whose elements are all zero 
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except for the ijth element which Is one. Furthermore, 
ll^il - I ll'^l-i^lill [applying property (111) of Definition 3.4 
ij 
repeatedly] 
= I L^IJL LLEIJLL 
Ij 
< max |6ij| I llEijll . 
ij Ij 
Let M. = ^ ||E^. H . Fix e > 0. Take A to be any matrix with max |6j.| 
ij ij ^ 
£ e/M. Then, 
I I|A.+a1| - ||A|| I :£ 1|a1| i max \&±a\M ^ e. fl 
ij 
Lemma 3.2; For each pair of matrix norms, say |1A|1 and ||A|| , there 
* 
exist positive constants and k2 such that for all sxt matrices A 
ki ||A||^ < i|A|| < kg l|A|i^ . 
Proof ; We first show that for any matrix norm || • H and any matrix 
A there exists positive constants ci and c2 such that 
•=l( I ll*li - *=2' I (3.8) 
ij ^ ij 
Then we also will have 
_ . . ... .2 
Ci :%( I )^< IIAll^ a^ )», (3.9) 
-L ij 1] ^ ij 
and hence for A 0 
^ llAll ^ °2( I 
llAll^ " ||A|L" llAll* 
(3.10) 
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Thus, (3.9) and (3.10) will yield 
Cj I|A|| C2 
so that K^LL A|J^ ^11 A| | -K2| |  A|1  ^ is satisfied with 
= c^/c* and k^ = C2/C*. 
Note that if A = 0, the result is trivially true. 
We now proceed to establish (3.8). Look at the elements of A as 
comprising a vector in s*t-dimensional Euclidean space in which the 
distance between two vectors is measured in the usual Euclidean sense. 
Let S = {A: (^ a?.)^ =1}. The set S is closed and bounded. 
ij "-J 
Since ||A|1 is a continuous function, the minimum and maximum 
of ||A|| on S must be at some Aq and A^, respectively, in S, so 
that 
0 < IIAQH ^ llAll ^ llAjl < « 
for all A e S. The strict inequalities follow since 
(i) AQeS=»AQfO=> 11 Aoll > 0, and 
(ii) A]^ e S => IIA^ll is bounded. 
For any B 0 (.1 b^.) ^  B is in S. Hence, 
ij ^ 
llAoll i II A II < llAill 
which implies that 
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IL BJ )^M|AQ11 1 LULL 1 (I )^=1|AI1| (3.11) 
ij ^ ij ^ 
By taking = HAqH and C2 = llA^H , (3.8) follows by noting that (3.11) 
holds for any B ^ 0 and also holds trivially for B = 0. 0 
Let a^j (i = l,2,...,s; j = 1,2 t) be the ijth element of the 
matrix A^ (n = 0,1,2,... ). We shall speak of lim A^ existing in two 
n-Kxj 
senses. They will be shown to be equivalent in Lemma 3.3. 
Definition 3.5: The limit, lim A„ = A„, means lim a". = a9. for 
n-» ~ ° n-« 
i = 1,2,...,s and j = 1,2,...,t. 
Definition 3.6; The limit, lim A^ = A^, means lim ||a^-Aq|1 = 0 for some 
n-x» n:x» 
matrix norm. 
Lemma 3.3; Definition 3.6 is valid for a matrix norm if and only if 
Definition 3.5 holds and then Definition 3.6 holds for any other matrix 
norm. 
Proof: We have 
llVAoll ^ - a^jl llEijIl 
ij ^ 
where was defined in the proof of Lemma 3.1. This relationship 
follows by the repeated application of properties (ii) and (iii) of 
Definition 3.4. Thus, if Definition 3.5 holds, Definition 3.6 holds 
for any matrix norm. Suppose Definition 3.6 holds for some matrix 
norm. Then there exists k such that 
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HAj^-AqII z kllAn-Aoll ^ (by Lemma 3.2) 
= k max I I a? - a° | . 
j i ij iJ 
Thus, Definition 3.5 also holds. Q 
We now state an additional lemma. The proof of parts (i) and (ii) 
are immediate from Definition 3.5 or 3.6. The proof of part Ciii) is 
given in Stewart (1973, p. 191). 
Lemma 3 .4 :  If lim = Aq, then for any conformable matrices P and Q 
n-H» 
and any scalar c 
(i) lim PA^Q = PA^Q, and 
n-x» 
(ii) lim (P + cAjj) = P + CAq . 
n-x» 
If in addition AQ is nonsingular, then, 
(iii) for large enough n A^ is nonsingular and lim A~^ = 
n-x» 
We often shall consider a matrix A(x) whose elements depend on the 
variable x. Once again we may define the limit lim A(x) [or lim A(x)], 
x+a X-X» 
in two senses, either elementwise or in norm, with the resulting 
equivalence of the two definitions true by a proof paralleling that of 
Lemma 3.3. The obvious counterpart of Lemma 3.4 also holds. Subse­
quently, we may reference Lemmas 3.3 and 3.4 when the assumption 
lim A(x) [or lim A(x)] is satisfied. In these cases the reader should 
x->a x-H-co 
understand that we are referring to the counterparts of Lemmas 3.3 and 
3.4 which we have just implicitly defined. 
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In much of Chapter III we shall be concerned with an arbitrary 
sequence {P_} of positive definite matrices in which lim P~^ = 0 (or 
N-HX) " 
equivalently lim |1p~^|| = 0). Limits of expressions involving P will 
n-x» " " 
be evaluated. The results will remain valid for the case when the 
sequence of matrices P^ are replaced in the expressions by the matrices 
T^I with The justification for this statement is that if the 
limit of the expression exists for an arbitrary sequence {P^^ of 
matrices P^ where P~^ -> 0, then also the result must hold for any 
sequence {t^l} of matrices t^I where As the limit holds for all 
sequences {T^} with the limit also must exist for with 
(see, e.g., Olmsted 1959, Thm. II, p. 65). 
In Chapter IV we shall often consider a matrix A(x,y) whose ele­
ments depend on the variables x and y. We shall speak of the lim A(x,y) 
x^a 
= A(y) existing uniformly in y in two senses, either elementwise or in 
norm, with the equivalence of these two definitions true again by a 
proof paralleling that of Lemma 3.3. 
The Moore-Penrose Inverse 
Our most general limit results utilize the Moore-Penrose (Penrose 
1955) inverse in their proofs. 
Definition 3.7: Let A be any matrix. The matrix A"^ satisfying the 
following four conditions is the Moore-Penrose inverse; 
(i) AA+A = A 
(ii) A+AA+ = At 
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(iii) AtA is symmetric 
(iv) AA^ is symmetric. 
The existence and uniqueness of the Moore-Penrose inverse for an 
arbitrary matrix is well established (see, e.g., Graybill 1969, pp. 
97-98). We will also need to make use of the following properties and 
lemma which are easily established from Definition 3.7; 
(A'A)+A' = A+ (3.12) 
A'(AA')+ = A+ . (3.13) 
Lemma 3.5; For any symmetric (real) matrix A, A"*" = PD"*?', where P is 
an orthogonal matrix such that P'AP equals a diagonal matrix D. 
The following result is due to Albert and Sittler (1965). We 
provide our own proof as Albert and Sittler stated Definition 3.7 as 
a theorem and the following theorem as their definition of the Moore-
Penrose inverse. 
Theorem 3.2; For any Nxp matrix X 
X"*" = lim (X'X + 6^1 )'^X' = lim X'(XX' + ô2l„)~^ , (3.14) 
6->0 P 6-H) 
Proof : (X'X + 6^1) and (XX* + 6^1) are both positive definite 
for all Ô ^ 0, and hence, both are nonsingular for ô ^ 0. Now 
X'XX' + Ô^X' = X'(XX' + 6^1) = (X'X + Ô^DX' . (3.15) 
For Ô f 0, we have (X'X + ô^I)~^X' = X'(XX' + ô^l)"! after pre and post 
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multiplying (3.15) by (X'X + 6^1)"^ and (XX' + 6^1)"^ respectively. 
Hence, if either limit in (3.14) exists the other limit must also 
exist and be the same. 
There exists an orthogonal matrix P such that P'X'XP = D (diag.). 
Now, 
P'X'XP = D 
=> P'X'X = DP' (3.16) 
=> P'X'X(X'X)~X' = DP'(X'X)"X' 
=> P'X' = DP'(X'X)"x' . 
Thus, 
(X'X + d^D'^-x' 
(POP' + 6^1)~lx' 
p(D + a^D'ip'x' 
P(D + ô2l)-lDP'(X'X)-X' . 
Also, 
lim (D + 62i)"1d 
6-K) 
lim 
6-+0 
dl 
d.+a' 0 
dr 
dp+ô 
where d^^ is the ith diagonal element of D. But 
lim 
6"K) dj[+ô^ 
=0 if d^ = 0 
= 1 if d^ 0 
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Without loss of generality, take 
where is diagonal with all positive entries D = 
0 
0 q 
on the diagonal. Then 
lira (D + ô2i)-1d = 
ô->0 
I 0 
0 0 
Partition P = (P^, P2) in accordance with D. Then, 
(pi, p2)'x'x = 
0 0 
(Pi, P2)' [from (3.16)] 
=s> X'XPi = PiD]^ and X'XP2 = 0 
Hence, 
lira (X'X + ô^D-lx' 
84-0 
lim P(D + 62i)"^DP'(X'X)~X' 
ôx) 
P[lim (D + 62i)"^D]P'(X'X)-X' 
(3.17) 
I 0 
1 
0 q 
-^2-
0->0 
(pi, p2) 
PlP^(X'X)"X' 
p1d£^pj^x'x(x'x)~x' 
pld-lp^x' 
(x'x)-x' 
(by Lemma 3.4) 
[by (3.17)] 
[by (1.13)-(1.15)] 
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(X'X)'^X' [since (X'X)+ = PD^P' (by Lemma 3.5) 
= Xi" [by (3.12)] . D 
Corollary 3.1; For any Nxp matrix X with rank (X) = p 
lim (X'X + ô^D-lx' = lim X'(XX' + ô^I)"! = (X'X)"^* . 
0->-0 5-»0 
Proof: From Theorem 3.2 we have 
X+ = (X'X)+X' = (X'X)-IX' [since rank (X) = p] . I 
The Mixed Model Estimators Via Limits 
Consider the two-part random model counterpart of (3.1): 
r \0I VO Di a 2 = Xa + Zu where u rp^ q) (3.18) 
Let and _o be the realized, but unobservable, values of the random 
variables a and u respectively. The optimal estimator of is 
given by where and satisfy 
a(n) 
(n) 
pn 0 
0 D 
X' 
Z' 
(xp^x' + v)"^ 
We assume, as in (3.1), that V = ZDZ' is positive definite. Also we 
assume that P^ is positive definite. 
Now 
= X_^P^X' (XP^X' + V)"^ + ^ gDZXXP^X' + V)~^ . (3. 
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The mean squared error of + AÔh^'^^ using (2.1) is 
(al» a2) 
•(0" ^ 
= al[pn - pnx'(xp„x' + v)-1xp^]x]^ 
- 2 x|tpnx'(xpnx' + v)-lzd]x2 
+ /[D - DZ'(XPjjX' + V)"1zd]^2 • (3.20) 
We shall show (in Thm. 3.4) that, if x'a is estimable for the 
—1— 
mixed model (3.1), then ->• x'â + X^ , the mixed model 
—1— —2~ —1— —2— 
estimator, as || || -> 0. Also, the mean squared error of the optimal 
estimator under the two-part random model, expression (3.20), will be 
shown (in Thm. 3.5) to converge (as || || -*• 0) to the mean squared 
error of the mixed model estimator, expression (3.5). 
First we state some preliminary results. 
Lemma 3.6: Let M he a symmetric Idempotent matrix of rank r. Then 
Proof : We have 
||A/j|^ = tr(M'M) = txM^ - tvM = r . D 
E 
Let {P^} be an infinite sequence of positive definite matrices 
of fixed order p. Assume X(Nxp) has rank p. From Theorem 1.1 it 
follows that X'X is nonsingular; hence, by Lemma 3.4, if lim || P~^ || 
n-x» 
= 0, then 
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lim (X'X + P~^)"^X' = (X'X)-IX' . 
n-w 
One might conjecture that analogous to Theorem 3.2 we could drop the 
full column rank restriction on X to get 
lim (X'X + = X+ 
it+oo n 
Suppose P~^ ~ n then 
lim (X'X + i D'^X' = lim (X'X + 6^I)-lx' = x"*" . 
6->0 n-)^ 
Now if the limit exists for an arbitrary sequence of positive definite 
matrices {?%} with||P~^|| ^  0 the limit must be X"*" since the limit for 
the sequence P~^ = i I is X"*". 
Counterexample 3.1: Take P^^ = ^  
Take X = Now 
1 1 
0 0 
(X'X + p~b"^' = 
1 0 
0 2 
. Note that l|P~^||->0 as n-x». 
n 
n 
2 0 2/3 0 
3+2/n 
->• 
1 
3+2/n 0 1/3 0 
2/3 Ô 
The matrix 
1/3 q_ 
Penrose inverse is X^ = 
_l/2 q 
lim (X'X + P~^)~^' 
is a generalized inverse of X; however, the Moore-
t./2 d] 
Thus, we have shown that the 
n-k» 
does not exist for an arbitrary sequence of positive definite matrices 
{p*} with 11p-i|1 0. 
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Note that (X'X + = P^X'(XP^X' + I)"^ using (2.7) with 
D = I. Hence, 
lim P^X'(XP^X' + I) 
n»™ 
-1 
does not exist for an arbitrary sequence of positive definite 
matrices {P^} withl|P~^|| ^  0. However, note in Counterexample 3.1 
that 
2/3 0 
= XX"* 
J./3 q 
This suggests the following; 
Theorem 3.3: Let {Pn^ be an infinite sequence of positive definite 
matrices of fixed order p such that 11p~^1| 0. Then, 
lim XP^X'CXP^X' + V)-l = X(X*V~-^X)~X'V" 
n-x» 
r-lv\-yiw-l 
Proof ; Since V is positive definite, there exists a nonsingular 
matrix T such that V~^ = T'T. Let Z = TX. Let F be an orthogonal 
0 
= D, say, with diagonal and nonsingular. 
0 0 
matrix with F'Z'ZF = 
We have 
xpnx'(xpnx' + v)"! 
= X(X'V~% + P~''")~"'"X'V"-*- [using (2.7) with D nonsingular] (3.21) 
= X(Z'Z + P"b"^Z'T 
n 
= XF[F'(Z'Z + P"bF]~S'Z'T 
n 
= XF[D + F'P~1F]~^F'Z'T . 
n 
-1\-1yIT7-1 
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Now, F'Z'ZF = D 
=> Z'ZF = FD (3.22) 
=> ZF = Z(Z'Z) FD [by pre multiplication of (3.22) 
by Z(Z'Z)-] 
e. TXF = TX(Z'Z)~FD 
=> XF = X(Z'Z)~FD (since T is nonsingular) . 
So, 
XPnX'(XP^X' + V)"l = X(Z'Z)"FD(D + F'P~-^F)"-^DF'(Z'Z)"Z'T . 
Now we examine D(D + F'P~^F)~%. Partition F = (F^, F2) in 
accordance with D. Suppose rank (X) = p*. Then rank (Z'Z) 
= rank (X'X) = p*. So F^ is pxp* and F2 is px(p-p*) such that 
"ir^^lr 
Z'ZFj^ — F^D^ and Z'ZF2 ~ 0 
We shall show that 
lira D(D + F'P"%)"^D = D 
n 
Let (D + F'P-^F) 
n 
-lr^-1 = 
^n ^n-
say. Since D(D + F'Pj^^F)"^D 
^ 0 
0 0 l^n ^n. 
0 
0 0 
dia^di 0 
0 0 
it suffices to show that 
lira . 
n-x» 
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Now, 
(D + F'P~^F)"^ = 
n 
^  1  n  1  I n - '  
ifip-1f, f'p-lf, i 
>-2 n 1 2 n 2-t 
Using Lemma 2.3, we obtain 
a* = [(dl + fIp'S) - . 
Note that F2 has full column rank since F Is orthogonal; hence, 
^2^n^^2 nonsingular. 
Now P~^ being positive definite implies the existence of an 
orthogonal matrix such that P"-^ = where is diagonal with 
i, 
positive diagonal elements. Take A^ to be the diagonal matrix whose 
diagonal elements are the square roots of the diagonal elements of A^. 
Let 
= a^h'r.rn'p-l 
Note that 
• 'IK^2<V;S>"SVS = \ • 
Thus, is Idempotent. Note also that is symmetric and apply 
Lemma 3.6 to give 
IIm^II^ = rank(M^) ='rank(F2) = p - p* . 
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We have 
||p;;1F2(F2p;%2)"^F>;^IIe = llQn4 Vn 
illqjl^ l|a%l|l|m.lls 
^ "llQj^l'ill' KIIb 
2 
for some k (by Lemma 3.2). The sequences || Q^llg and are both 
2 
uniformly bounded. This follows trivially since llQ^llg = P and 
llMnllg 5 /p^. Since ||P~^ 11^-0 implies that llP^^|l2 (= "^0, we 
have 
or equivalently 
lim P~^Fo(F2P~%o)~^F-P~^ = 0 (by Lemma 3.3). 
2n 
Hence, 
lim P"1 - P-1Fo(f'p"4o)~^f'p"^ = 0 . 
n n ^ 2 n / n 
n-x» 
Let 
*n = • 
Then, 
1-1 \ - ("i + f 
By Lemma 3.4, we have lim = D"^. 
n-voo 
Thus, 
lim XP X'(XP„X' + V)-l 
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= lira X(Z'Z)~FD(D + F'P^^F)"%F'(Z'Z)"Z*T 
n-h» 
= X(Z'Z)"FDF'(Z'Z)~Z'T = X(Z'Z)~Z'Z(Z'Z)~Z'T 
= X(Z'Z)"Z'T [by (1.13)-(1.15)] 
= x(x'v-ix)"x'v"^ . 0 
Corollary 3.2; Under the same assumptions as Theorem 3.3 
11m X(X'V"^X + = X(X'V"^X)~XV"^ . 
n+oo 
Proof; Note that XP^X'(XP^X' + V)~^ = X(X'V~% + P~^)~^ 
X X'V~^ as Indicated In (3.21). The proof follows immediately from 
Theorem 3.3. Q 
Corollary 3.3; Under the same assumptions as Theorem 3.3 
11m (XP^X' + V)-l = V"1 - V"%(X'V~^X)~X'V"^ . 
n-x*> 
Proof; Applying (2.6) with D nonsingular gives 
(xp^x' + v)"i = v~^ - v"%(x'v"ix + p~^)"^x'v-i . 
The result follows Immediately from Corollary 3.2, Q 
We have developed the necessary artillery. We are now ready to 
state and prove the main results. 
Theorem 3.4; Assume is estimable in the mixed model described by 
(3.1). Let {P^} be an infinite sequence of positive definite matrices 
of fixed order p such that ||P^^|| ^  0. Then 
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11m + ^'_û 
n-x» 
where is the optimal estimator defined by (3.19) for 
the two-part random model described in (3.18) and where x'a + X„u is 
—Sr- —2— 
the mixed model estimator for the model described by (3.1). 
Proof; By Theorem 3.3 (provided is estimable, i.e., provided 
X.2 = _c'X for some jc) 
lim _a'PjjX'(XP^X' + V)~^ = ^ ]^(X'V-1X)~X'. 
n-x» 
Also, by Corollary 3.3, 
lim ^ gDZXXP^X' + V)-l 
n-x» 
= A^DZ'[V-1 - V"%(X'V"^X)"X'V"1] 
= - X(X'V"^X)~X'V~^] . 
Letting â be any solution to X'V"1X& = X'V"1% we have 
lim + A2DZ'V"^(% - Xa) 
n-x» 
= X,*â + A Û . D 
—1— —2r 
Theorem 3.5; Under the same assumptions as Theorem 3.4, we have 
lim E [^' (^(") - a) + ^ ' (û^^^ - u) 
n-«o 
= E[^^(â - a) + _a^(_u - u)]2 
where the expectation on the left hand side is taken with respect to 
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the model (3.18) and the expectation on the right hand side is taken 
with respect to the model (3.1). 
Proof ; The mean squared error 
-  £ )  +  ^ 2 -  u ) ] ^  
is given by (3.20). We consider separately three expressions that 
enter into (3.20); 
(a) We have 
Pn - PnX'(XP^X' + V)"^XP^ = (X'V-^X + P^^)"! (by Lemma 2.6) . 
By Corollary 3.2, 
lim X(X'V-% + P~^)"^X'V"^ = X(X'V"^X)~X'V"^ . 
n-ko 
Hence, 
lim X(X'V-1X + P~^)-lx' = X(X'V"%)"X' (by Lemma 3.4) . 
n-x» 
So, provided is estimable, 
lim a'[P^ - P^XXXP^X' + V)-lxPn]Ai = xi(x'V^X)"!! . 
itx» 
(b) We also have 
lim ^ ^P^X' (XP^X' + V)"l = ^ [(X'V-1X)-X'V~^ (by Theorem 3.3) . 
n-k» 
Hence, 
lim -2 ^ j^[P^X'(XP^X' + V)"^ZD]^ = -2 (X'V~%)~X'V"^ZD^ . 
n-x» ^ 
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(c) Finally we have 
lira (XP^X' + V)-l = V"! - V~^X(X'V"^X)-X*V"^ 
n-^ 
(by Corollary 3.3) . 
Hence, 
lim JlgED - DZ'(XP^X' + V)-lzD]_X2 
drx» 
= _Xg{D - DZ'[V~^ - V"^X(X'V"^X)"X'V~^]ZDH2 
= xgcd - dz'v~^zd)^ + a^dz'v"1x(x'v-1x)"x'v-1zda2 • 
Add the results of parts (a), (b) and (c). This gives us the mean squared 
error for the mixed model estimator given by (3.5). Q 
In Counterexample 3.1 and the remark immediately following it, we 
established that 
lim PnX'(XP^X' + V)"^ 
n-x» 
does not exist in general. By incorporating some additional structure 
on the sequence of matrices {P^^ it may be possible for the limit to 
exist. We now examine a particular instance when the limit does exist. 
This result will be useful for deriving the mixed model recursive 
formulas in Chapter IV. 
Theorem 3.6; For any matrix X(Nxp) and positive definite matrix V(NxN) 
lim t2x'(t2xX' + V)"^ = (X'V~%)'^X'V"^ . 
Proof; Let 6^ = t"^. Then t2x'(t2xX' + V)"^ = X'(XX' + . 
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For all 6^ > 0, XX' + ô^V is positive definite and hence nonsingular. 
Let V~1 = T'T for some nonsingular matrix T. Then TVT' = I. Now 
X' (XX' + = X'T'[T(XX' + 6^V)T']~^ 
= Z'(ZZ' + Ô^I)"4 
where Z = TX. 
Therefore, 
lira X'(XX' + = lim Z'(ZZ' + T 
5->0 6"^0 
= Z"*"! (by Theorem 3.2) 
= (Z'Z)+Z'T [by (3.12)] 
= (X'V~%)'^X'V"1 . D 
The preceding theorem is merely an extension of half of Theorem 
3.2 when Ijj is replaced by V. For completeness and to explain Counter­
example 3.1, we present the following result; 
Theorem 3.7; For any matrix X(Nxp) and any positive definite matrix 
C(pxp) 
lim (X'X + ô2c)"%' = C~^X(X'C"^X)^ . 
6->0 
The proof of Theorem 3.7 parallels that of Theorem 3.6 and is not 
included. 
Consider the two-part random model 
2 = Xa + Zu (3.23) 
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where 
ro\ /t2i o\ 
U, U d/ 
Let 0^ and _u be the realized, but unobservable, values of the random 
variables a and u respectively. The optimal estimator of is 
given by + A.2ÎLt where and satisfy 
a 
—T S 
U 
T-" 
T^X'CT^XX' + V)~v 
_dz' (t^xx' + v)-^ 
The mean squared error matrix using (2.1) is given by 
Ë(â^ - a)(â^ - a)' E(â^ - a)(û^ - u)' 
E(& - u) (â - a) ' E(u^ - u) (u^ - u) 
t^i 0 
0 D 
t^i 0 
0 D 
x' 
z' 
(t^xx' + v)-i(x,z) 
t^i 0 
t^i - t^x'ct^xx' + v)-lx -t2x'(t2xx' + v)"^zd' 
-t2dz'(t2xx' + v)~% d - dz'ct^xx* + v)"lzd 
-t^x'ct^xx' + v)"^zd^ 
d - dz'(t2xx' + v)-1zd 
(3.24) 
(3.25) 
(x'v-ix + t"^!)"^ 
-t2dz'(t2xx' + v)"% 
[by (2.6)]. 
It would be convenient if the limits of expression (3.24) and 
(3.25) would exist as approaches infinity. This would enable us to 
obtain a recursive algorithm for mixed-model estimation from the 
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Kalman filter by taking limits on both sides of expressions (1.5) and 
(1 .6) .  
The limit of expression (3.24) as approaches Infinity does 
exist. We have 
11m t2x'(t2xx' + V)"l% = (X'V"^X)'''X'V"^x » (3.26) 
by Theorem 3.6, and, by Corollary 3.3 with replaced by x^I, 
lim DZ'(t2xX' + V)-!^ = DZ'V"l(x - xâ) (3.27) 
where â satisfies x'v"lxâ = X'V~1^. 
We now examine expression (3.25). Using Theorem 3.6 together with 
a version of Corollary 3.3 in which is replaced by t^I, we find that 
Urn (t^XX' + V)~l = V-1 - V~1X(X'V-1X)"X'V~1 = V~1(I - P^) . 
t2-hx, x 
(3.28) 
By (.3.28) we find that 
11m D - DZ'(t2xX' + V)~lZD 
= D - DZ'V^ZD + DZ'\rlx(X'V-lx)"X'V~lZD . 
Theorem 3.6 gives 
11m -t2x'(t2xX' + V)~1ZD = -(X'V-1X)"^X'V^ZD . 
One might conjecture that 
11m (X'V-IX + T-2l)-l = (X'V"^)"*" 
since 
var[(x'v"lx)+x'v~^] = (xw^)"*" . 
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[Note (X'V~^X)^ is symmetric by Lemma 3.5.] However, the following 
counterexample shows that this limit does not exist when X does not 
have full column rank. 
t. 1 
Counterexample 3.2: Take V = I and X = 
1 1 
(X'V^X + = [(2 + «2)2 _ 4]-l 
Let 6^ = 
2+62 _2 
-2 2+62 
It is easily seen that the limit as 6 ->0 does not exist for any of the 
components in the matrix above. [Note, however, that 
lim (X'V'IX + 62l)-lx' 
6-»0 
does exist as guaranteed by Theorem 3.7.] 
In Chapter IV we will make the simplifying assumption that X has 
full column rank. Under this assumption we may obtain the limit as 
of expression (3.25). It is 
~(X'V"1X)"1 -(X'V"^X)"^'V"^ZD 
-DZ'V~1X(X'V-1X)~^ D-DZ'V-lZD + DZ'V~%(X'V"lx)~%'V-lZD 
(3.29) 
Under the full column rank assumption (3.29) is 
^ - a a - a 
^ - u u - u 
the mean squared error matrix for the mixed model estimators 
S = and û = DZ'V~^(x - Xa) . 
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CHAPTER IV. BEST LINEAR UNBIASED RECURSIVE 
ESTIMATION FOR THE MIXED MODEL 
Introduction 
We now derive the recursions for the mixed model in which the 
random effects are dynamic. We do so by utilizing the limiting results 
of Chapter III. 
We will develop the recursions in sufficient generality to allow 
for the possibility of the incorporation of additional fixed effects 
for each time period. We will assume that the vector of fixed effects 
in the model initially is estimable with respect to the model at time 
k=l. These initial fixed effects will be denoted by The 
additional fixed effects at time k will be denoted by If no 
additional fixed effects are added at time k interpret as degener­
ate, i.e., as having no elements. We assume that estimable 
(i.e., each component of is estimable) on the basis of the model 
describing all the data through the data just received. 
These assumptions are not overly restrictive in the sense that, if 
at some point in time (even time k = 1), is not estimable we can, 
through reparameterization, replace it by a vector of estimable linear 
functions. 
The entire vector of all fixed effects at time k will be denoted 
by a, . We let 
—k 
% = (4i' ^ 2^' = (4i 4i'^i)' • 
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Interpret as degenerate. 
Let be the n^xl vector of observations which become available 
at time k. We assume that 
Zk = (k = 1,2,... ) . (4.1) 
Here, is a n^x p^ known matrix about which we assume that rank of 
% is p^ and that can be partitioned as Xj^ = (X^^, X^g) where X^g 
has dimensions n^xp^_^ and X^^^ has full column rank. Interpret X^g as 
degenerate so that pg = 0. If no additional fixed effects are added 
at time k interpret X^^ as degenerate. Also, is a n^xq^ known 
matrix. The random effects ^  are dynamic. They have the representa­
tion: bk = T^^_^ + Wj^ (k = 2,3,... ) , starting with _bj^ = w^. 
The dynamics of the random effects are explained in part by the 
transition matrices T^ which are assumed known. 
We assume that the random vectors w^ (k = 1,2,... ) are zero-mean 
uncorrelated error vectors with variance matrices o^Qk = varCwj^) where 
Qk is known and possibly singular, and where a^>0 is unknown. We also 
assume that the error vectors (k = 2,3,... ) have mean zero and are 
uncorrelated with variance matrices o^Rk ~ var(e^^) where is known 
i 
and nonsingular. In addition we assume that E(e^v^,) = 0 for all k and 
k'. 
State-Space Formulation of the 
Two-Part Random Model 
In order to apply the limiting results of Chapter III, we first 
need to construct a two-part random model and utilize the Kalman filter 
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to obtain the recursions for this model. The two-part random model 
must be such that by taking limits of the variances of the appropriate 
random effects the recursions derived will be the recursions for the 
mixed model. 
Note that the derivation of the Kalman filter in Chapter II is 
sufficiently general to handle transition matrices which are not square 
and which may include rows of zeroes. This allows for the possibility 
of introducing a new component in the vector of random effects at any 
time. 
We examine the two-part random model 
% = ^kâk % (k = 1,2,... ) . (4.2) 
The vector ^  is the vector of random effects which are "to become 
fixed". We take ^  -^2^' where a^^ is the vector of added 
"to-be-fixed" effects which were not present at time k-1. Interpret 
^22 degenerate, so that ~ —11* additional "to-be-fixed" 
effects are not added at time k, interpret a^^^ degenerate. Take 
^2 ~ -^-1 (k = 2,3,... ). Also take = 0^ and varCa^^) ~ T^I 
(k = 1,2,... ). Assume that E(a^^a^,^) = 0 for all k and k'. 
The random effects b^ are allowed to change in time. Their 
representation will be assumed to be identical to that described in 
the introduction of this chapter. Likewise, the residual effects e^j^ 
have properties identical with those described in the introduction. 
We also assume that E(a^^,) = 0 and = 0 for all k and k'. 
The special structure we have incorporated into the two-part 
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random model is summarized by 
1 1 1 J 
lbij 
_E1_ 
where 
% 
—k-^ 
ac 
l^kj 
^kl 0 0~ 
âk2 
= I 0 
b. 0 T, 
k ly 
(k = 1, 2 , . . .  )  
%-i 
A-i-
_% 
0 
-Hk. 
(k = 2,3,... ) 
are mean zero sequentially uncorrelated random vectors with 
1 1 
0 " 
_Wk- _ 0 i 
var 
In the case that aj^-j^ is degenerate the portion of the vector or matrix 
appearing above and/or to the left of the dotted lines is degenerate. 
The Kalman Filter for the Two-Part Random Model 
Let = (Xk2»^k) (k = 1,2,... ). Recall that Xj^2 degenerate. 
Applying (1.5)-(1.6) for the two-part random model yields the updating 
equations: 
I T-1 (?)' c(t) (4.3) 
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"kîk - \îL - »k|k_i(xki.0k)'j;i<xki.0k)0;^ i_i (4.4) 
(k = 1, 2 , . . .  )  
where + (Xkl,%)Dk|k-l(%l,%) ' • 
Apply (1.7) and (1.9) to give the start up values: 
rg(t)i 
%lo 
0 
1 
• 
0
 
1 
_ 0 _  
and D 
(T) 
1|0 
t^i 0 
0 qi^^j 
Apply (1.8) and (1.10) to give the prediction equations: 
a(t) -
-k|k-l 
k-1 
0 0 
I 0 
lo tkj 
r:(?) 
-k-l|k-l 
s("), 
-k-ljk-l 
0(7) 
0 0 
D<"), 
k-ljk-l 
0 1 I 0 
1 ° ' 
I 0 0 ! 0 Tk_ 
0 Tk_ 
(4.5) 
0 0 
+ 0 0 0 
0 0 a^q 
(4.6) 
In addition it follows from Theorem 2.5 that 
-k|k_l - Ak 
(?) 
(t) 
dk|k-1 = ^ 
\lk-l ~ 
-k|k-1 " -k 
Sk|k-1 " -k 
and 
^ 
^ 
&k|k - 5k 
^(t) 
-k|k - ^  
|^k ~ -k 
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(t) 
Notation; Let be the lower right + qj^) x (p^_2 + qj^) 
.-2n(t) portion of o D^|k-l* 
We then have and 
^k|ll ° ^ 
I 0 
0 T, 
Also 
)(?) 
k|k-l 
t2i 
0 
d(?) 
k-l|k-l 
(k = 2,3,... ) 
I 0 ~ o
 1 
t + 
0 V 0 Qk_ 
c(y) a2 
k|k-l 
(4.7) 
Simplification of the updating equations (4.3) and (4.4) using 
(4.5) and (4.7) yields: 
r g(i:) -r 
—k| k 
f(t) 
^|k 
0 
-k-l|k-l 
£(t) 
—k| k-1 
+ 
.2c(t) 
k|k-l"k k 
/ ^ .(?) 
(^k - %kz2k_l|k-l 
z &(?) \ 
k-k|k-l 
and 
(4.8) 
)(?) 
k|k 
''i - -T^O^X J, -ITT kl k k\|k_l 
(4.9) 
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where 
jk = + 0 vk|li\ 
The Mixed Model Recursions 
The limiting results of Chapter III for the case when the vector 
of fixed effects is estimable, specifically (3.26) and (3.27), give us 
say, where (ô^^6^| ^^ ) ' are the mixed model estimators for the model 
described in the introduction of this chapter based on 2l»^2''" *^k" 
Also from results of Chapter III for the case when the vector of 
fixed effects is estimable, specifically (3.29), we have lim 
= say, where is the mean squared error matrix for the 
mixed model estimators based on ,^2>• • • That is. 
o^c^lk = e 
m. - m 
^kik " hi 
5k - «k 
&|k - hi 
where the expectation is taken with respect to the model (4.1). 
let C, h - = lim C^y) ,. It follows 
-1 k k-1 4|k-i \%.%|k-r -Ttlfc 
from the results of Chapter III that ^ is the mixed model estimator 
of based on the observations 2.^*2-2 ^ ^ and that 
o ck|k_i = e - ^ -1 ^-1 
-klk-l ~ -k 
» 
-k-1 " ^ -1 
ik|k-l " hi 
(k = 1,2,... ) 
where the expectation is taken with respect to the model (4.1) 
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We use these results to derive the mixed model recursions 
by taking limits on both sides of the prediction and update equations. 
We have ^ = £ and 
Also we have and 
k-i - ij" 
I X U tk/ K-l|k-l^o t,/ ^0 qJJ 
'l 0 \ /l 0 \ /o 0\ 
, 0  J l o  J  
Now In order to take limits on both sides of (4.8) and (4.9) to 
obtain the updating equations for the mixed model, we need to evaluate 
the three limits 
-1 
lim + .2Rk + o2UkC(|)^^Uk)- (4.10) 
x^->oo i ^ 
ml (4-11) 
"1 • (4-12) 
We shall examine each of these limits starting with (4.10). We 
( t) 
would like to use Theorem 3.6 along with the fact that lim C, . 
x2^ *^1 
= to evaluate this limit. 
Let 6^ = T~^ and let the matrix ^ denote the matrix 
where has been replaced by 6"^. If we let 
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V(S) . + o'Vklt/i 
and let 
v - ozrk + o2ukck|k_iu; 
then the limit we need to evaluate is 
lim X'[XX' + a2v(6)]-l 
6->0 
(where we have suppressed the subscripts on . 
We wish to establish that the double limit 
lim X'[XX' + ô2v(6„)]-1 
(61^62)^(0,0) 1 
exists and equals the iterated limit 
lim lim X'[XX' + 62v(62)]~^ 
61^0 6 2*^0 
and hence that 
lim X'[XX' + 62v(6)]"l = lim X'[XX' + 6^7(62)]"^ 
6->0 (61,62)^(0,0) 
= lim lim X'[XX' +62v(62)]"^ = lim X'[XX' + 
61^0 6 2"^0 ^ 6 i^h) 
= (x'v~lx)"^x'v~l 
(by Theorem 3.6 and noting that X has full column rank). The Moore-
Osgood Theorem (see, e.g., Olmsted 1959, pp. 313-14) justifies the 
existence of the double limit and its equality with the iterated limit 
provided that each of the following three conditions is satisfied: 
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1. There exists k2>0 such that lim X'[XX' + iS?V(62)l~^ exists 
2 «ro 
for all 6^ E (O.kg) 
2. There exists kj^>0 such that lim X' [XX' + 6?V(62)]~^ exists 
2 <^2"^ 
for all E (0,kj^) 
3. Either the limit in (1) exists uniformly in Ô2 for 
2 
62 G (O.kg), or the limit in (2) exists uniformly in for 
e (o.kj^) . 
It follows from Theorem 3.6 that (1) is satisfied. It follows 
from Lemma 3.4 (upon noting that lim V(Ô2) = V) that (2) is satisfied. 
6 2*^ 0 
Verification of (3) for the first limit requires an extension of 
Theorem 3.6. 
. Lemma 4.1; Let x>c>0. 
lim (x + y2)"l = x~l 
y->0 
and the limit exists uniformly in x for all x>c. 
Proof; Fix e>0. Take 6 = ce®. Then whenever |y|<ô we have 
1(x + y2)-l - x~^| = |y2/[x(x + y^)][ 
< |y2/c(c + y2)| 
< ic^e/c(c + c^e)i 
= e/(1 + ce) < e . D 
Lemma 4.2; Let A(x) be a positive definite matrix whose elements 
depend on x^. Suppose lim A(x) = A where A is positive definite. 
x-*-0 
Assume G has full column rank. Let d(x) be the smallest eigenvalue of 
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G'A~^(x)G. Then there exist positive constants c and x* such that 
d(x)>c for all x^e(0,x*). 
Proof: We have 
lira [G'A-l(x)G]-l = (C'A-^G)"! 
x-)-0 
by applying Lemma 3.4. Therefore, there exists a number x* such that 
w[g'a-l(x)g]-l - (g'a-ig)-!!!^ < 1 
whenever x^ < x*. By the triangle property for matrix norms we have 
II [G'A-l(x)G]-l|l2 = 11 [G'A-l(x)G]-l - (G^A'^G)-! + (G'A-Ig)"^! 12 
<1+11 [G'A-1g)"^1|2 for x2<x*. 
Thus, 11 [G'A~^(x)G]~^ll 2 < M, say for x^<x*. Note that 1| [G'A"l(x)G]"lH2 
is the largest eigenvalue of [G'A~^(x)G]~^ = say. So Xj^<M which 
implies But = d(x) . Therefore, d(x) > > 0 for all 
x^ E (0,x*). D 
Theorem 4.1: There exists a positive constant k such that 
lim X'[XX' + Ô?V(Ô,)]"^ = {X'[V-1(6,)]X}-1X'V-1(Ô^) 
61-^0 ^ ^ 2 
uniformly in 62 for all 6^ e (0,k). 
Proof ; Recall the definition of V(Ô2). The matrix 7(62) is a 
positive definite matrix whose elements depend on 6? and lim V(Ô2) = V 
62-^0 
where V also is positive definite. The matrix X was a matrix having 
full column rank. 
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We utilize similar notation as In Theorems 3.2 and 3.6. Let 
T'(62)1(62) = V-1(62), 2(6%) = T(62)X , 
and 
P'(62)2'(62)2(62)2(62) = 0(6%) (dlag.) . 
Then, 
X'[XX' + 6^V(62)]"^ = 2/(62) [2(62)2'(62) + (62) 
= [2'(62)2(62) + 62i]-^Z'(62)1(62) [by (3.15)] 
= p(62)[d(62) + 62i]-lp'(62)2*(62)1(62) 
= p(62)[d(62) + 6^ i]-lp'(62)x'v"^ (62) . 
We have 
11p(62)[d(62) + 62%]-lp'(62)x'v-l(62) 
- {x'[v-1(62)]x}"^ x'v"^ (62)11e 
= 1|p(62){[d(62) + 6^ 1]-^  - 0-1(6%)} p'(ô2)x'v-1(ô2) ||  ^
l^lp(«2)lie lltd(«2) + - d-1(62)he ||x||g ||v-l(62)||g . 
Now llP(Ô2)llg = order [2(62)] . Also there exists a constant 6^* such 
that 117-1(62) - V^llg < 1 for 6^ < 6** , arid hence for 6^ > 6^* 
l|v-l(62)l|g = 11v-1(62) - v-1 + v-1|1e 
1 i + i1v-^ 11e . 
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We have for 6^ < ôî* that 
2 2 
i1p(62([d(ô2) + gzll-lp'csgyx'v-lcôg) 
- {x'[v-1(ô2)]x}-1x'v-1(62)11e 
< m11[d(ô2) + - d-1(62)11e 
for some constant M. 
It follows from Lemmas 4.1 and 4.2 that there exists a constant 6 
such that 
lim [D(62) + = D"^(6„) 
6i-»-0  ^
uniformly in $2 for all 6^ e (0,6*). Take k = min 
Fix e > 0. Take 5^ e (0,k). There exists a 6 (free of Ô2) such 
that 
11[D((S2) + 62i]"^ - D"^(62)1Ie < e/M 
2 2 2 
whenever 6^ < 6. Hence, for any 6^ e (0,k) whenever 6^ < 6 we have 
llx'[xx' + gzvxdg)]"! - {x'[v-^ (62)]x}-lx'v-l(62)llg < e • d 
Now using Theorem 4.1 we obtain 
" "he's \ = Rfc + Vk|k-l"k ^  • 
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We also need to obtain 
This requires an extension of Corollary 3.3 analogous to Theorem 4.1 
. (6 )  
"klk-l 
As before let 6^ = and let the matrix , denote the matrix 
*^kjk 1 has been replaced by 6~^. If we let 
V(6) - 0% + ""v'l and V - + O^DkC^l^.iD;. , 
as we defined them before, then the limit we need to evaluate is 
lim [Ô"2xx' + V(6)]"^ 
64-0 
(where we have suppressed the subscripts again on • 
We wish to establish that the double limit exists and equals the 
iterated limit and hence that 
lim [6"2xx' + v(6)]-l 
84-0 
= lim [Ô'^XX' + V(Ô2)]~^ = lim lim [6"^XX' + VCÔ,)]"^ 
(02,62)4^ 0,0) 6]_-h) ô2'40 
= lim [6"2xX' + V]-l 
6 2^ 0 
= v"^  - v"^ x(x'v'^ x)"^ x'v~1 
(by Corollary 3.3 and by noting that X has full column rank). The 
Moore-Osgood Theorem justifies the existence of the double limit and 
its equality with the iterated limit provided that each of the follow­
ing three conditions is satisfied: 
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1. There exists k2 > 0 such that 
lim [6,^XX' + V(ô„)]~^ exists for all 6^ e (0,ko) 
6 1 - ^ 0  ^ 2  2  
2. There exists > 0 such that 
liin [ô'^xx* + V(6o)]~^ exists for all 6? e (0,k.) 
5 2^  
3. Either the limit in (1) exists uniformly in &2 FOR Ô| E (0,k2) 
or the limit in (2) exists uniformly in for 5^ e (0,kj^). 
It follows from Corollary 3.3 that (1) is satisfied. It follows 
from Lemma 3.4 upon noting that lim V(Ô2) = V that (2) is satisfied. 
ô2'^ 0 
Verification of (3) for the first limit requires an extension of 
Corollary 3.3. 
Theorem 4.2; There exists a positive constant k such that 
lim [6-2xX' + V(62)]-l = V-^CÔg) - V"^(62)X[X'V-1(62)X]-1X'V-1(Ô2) 
6i->0 
2 
uniformly in 62 for all $2 ^ (0,k). 
Proof : Applying (2.6) with D = I gives 
[g-^ xx' + vcdg)]"! = v-1(62) - v-1(ô2)x'[x'v"^ (62)x + 6^ 1]"%'v-l(62) 
= v"^ (ô2){i - x'[x'v-1(62)x + 6^ i]"^ }x'v~^ (62) 
= v"^ (62)(i - x'{p(ô2)[d(62) + 6^ i]-lp'(ô2)})x'v-1(ô2) 
where P(Ô2) and 0(62) are defined in the proof of Theorem 4.1. Using 
an argument analogous to the one in the proof of Theorem 4.1 establishes 
the result. Q 
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Now using Theorem 4 . 2  we obtain 
ito + "'"kckjk.xn 
• ""''s;' - XNiSi'w' = o'x'" - fxki) 
wheK % = Rk + %Ck| I'k - \A\l 4a • 
Finally we need to evaluate ( 4 . 1 2 ) .  We have 
t^ i - tkx^ icozrk + t^ xkix;^  + 
= {x^ [o2rfc + hy (2-6)-
Let 6^ = T~^ and again suppress the subscripts on If we let 
V(6) = cr^Rj^ + and let V = k-l^k then the 
limit we need to evaluate is 
lim [X'V"^(6)X + ô2l]-l . 
6->0 
Note in the proof of Theorem 4 . 1  that there exists a positive 
constant 6* such that lim [0(0?) + = D~^(6 ) uniformly in Sn 
2 6^ 0 
all gg E (O.gg)' It follows that 
lim P(Ô2)[D(62) + 6^1]"^?'(62) = P(62)D~1(62)P'(62) 
5l-»0 
uniformly in 62 for all 6^ e (0,6*) since j]P(62) 11 g is bounded uniformly 
in 62• Hence, 
lim [X'V-l(6n)X + g?!]-! = [X*V-1(6,)X]~^ 
6i->0 1 
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uniformly in &2 for all 6^ e (O^ôg)' 
iterated limit gives 
.-1 
Evaluation of (4.12) as an 
We now are able to summarize the mixed model recursions for the 
model described in the introduction of this chapter. 
The updating equations are given by; 
-kl 
0 
ac2 
= 
k-1 + 
_Ak|k_ 
-^|k-l- Cklk-l<Hjl(I 
X 
- \2k--1 " ^k&c| k-l) 
4LL 
"k k 
-1 
k|k-l " '^klk-lW^k'Tilk-l 
+ c -'-'-"k 
kik-x'î'v''i^ <=k|k-i 
(k = 1,2,... ) 
where and 
The start up values are given by: 
iljO = 0' ^ ilo = Qi' and ^  degenerate. 
The prediction equations are given by: 
^kjk-l " Tk^k-l|k-l 
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"k| k-1 
I 0 \ /I 0 \ /O 0 
V O  ( o  i j ^ i o  
(k — 2,3,... ) . 
In addition we note the following: 
0 cklk = e 
ac " 
lik - hxj 
5k -
- bkj 
and 
*^ ck|k_l = ® ^-l"-k-l 
l&clk-l " ^  
£k-l-«k-l 
.^ ik-l - ^k-j 
Note that the particular partitioning we have chosen with 
= (Xk2»Zk) establishes the fact that once a fixed effect has been added 
into the model in subsequent recursions that fixed effect along with 
the random effects obey the same recursive relationships. That is, 
for purposes of estimation the algorithm makes no distinction between 
whether a factor is fixed or random after the initial information for 
the random effect has been processed. This perhaps is not surprising 
as we have noted earlier the strong similarity between Plackett's 
recursions for the fixed model and Kalman's recursions for the random 
model. 
Only at the initial stage or when a new fixed effect is incorpo­
rated into the model is the treatment of the fixed effect by the 
algorithm different. Suppose we utilized the algorithm when the 
^kl " 2,3,... ) are degenerate. Then, actually we are: 
» 
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Calculating the mixed model estimates 1' and 
based on the observation 
Incorporating ^l|l starting values and, 
when subsequent data arrive, utilizing the Kalman filter to 
process these additional observations. 
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CHAPTER V. SIMULTANEOUS ESTIMATION 
In Chapter IV the matrices Rj^, and T^ were all assumed to be 
specified. Frequently these matrices may be functions of a few unknown 
parameters, say ^  e We wish to explore the problem of simultaneous 
estimation ofo^, the fixed effects and the dynamic random effects 
b|^ in the mixed model introduced in Chapter IV. We shall confine our 
attention to the restricted maximum likelihood (REML) approach for 
estimation of and ^  under the assumption of the joint normality of 
{w^} and . Estimators for the fixed and random effects will 
generally be taken to be the estimators which would be optimal if 
the estimated value of ^  was the true value. 
The REML Approach and Related Techniques 
It is convenient at this point to digress in order to discuss the 
REML approach with regard to the general mixed model described by 
(3.1). Harville (1977) reviewed the approach. This is largely what 
we discuss here. 
Consider the model (3.1) with the assumption that D is known re­
laxed. We assume that var(_u) = D(£) , a matrix whose elements are known 
functions of an mxl vector of unknown parameters Denote by 0 the sub­
set of Euclidean m space containing all possible values of We will 
assume that V(^) = ZD(j0)Z' is nonsingular for all ^  in fl. We will 
often write V for V(^). 
Definition 5.1; A linear combination of the observations c^'%(jc free 
of £ and ^ ) is an error contrast if E(c^'2) s 0, i.e., if X'c^ = jO. 
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Definition 5.2; Error contrasts •.. ,c^y are said to be 
linearly independent if are linearly independent vectors. 
For our purposes it will suffice to limit our discussion to the 
case when has full column rank. There are at most N-p linearly 
Independent error contrasts. Consider the matrix I - Let the 
columns of a matrix A be an orthonormal basis for the eigenvectors 
associated with the eigenvalue one of I - . Then !-?% = AA' and 
A'A = I and the elements of A'^ are a set of N-p linearly independent 
error contrasts. In the REML approach, estimation of ^  is based on 
maximization of the likelihood function of any N-p linearly independent 
error contrasts. It makes no difference which maximal set of linearly 
Independent error contrasts we choose for their likelihoods all are 
proportional to each other where the proportionality constant is a 
positive number free of We take the distribution of % to be multi­
variate normal. The natural logarithm of the likelihood function of 
N-p linearly independent error contrasts differs by no more than an 
additive constant from 
Li(^;^) = -%ln[det(V)] - % ln[det(X'V~^X) ] 
X£)'V~l(x - X^) (5.1) 
defined for ^  e (Harville 1974). Assuming that sup is 
attained for some ^  E 0 then a REML estimator of 8 is a value of ^  for 
which the supremum is attained. Note that the maximum likelihood (ML) 
estimator of ^  is the £ component of the value of (^* ,oi^')'which maximizes 
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L(£,oi,;^) = - h ln.[det(V)] - %(% - Xa)*V~^(^ - Xa) 
for ^  E 0 or equivalently that value of ^  which maximizes the so-
called concentrated log likelihood (concentrated with respect to 
L^(£;y^) = L(^,£;^) where a satisfies X'V ^xâ = X'V"^. Hence, it is 
clear that REML differs from ML in the extra term - H. ln[det(X'V~%) ] 
in (5.1). 
Although Patterson and Thompson (1971) and 1974) did not formulate 
the REML approach in its general form until 1971, similar techniques 
already existed. LaMotte (1970) proposed a procedure which applies 
when the parameters 0^ (i = l,2,...,m) enter into D and thus V in a 
linear fashion described by: 
m 
v = i 0ivi 
i=l 
where each is a syiranetric matrix of known constants. The basis for 
the technique is quadratic forms @^^(2) = (i = l,2,...,m) 
where 
1. A^ is nonnegative, and 
2. is translation-invariant, i.e., Q^(_^ + X^) = Q^(,y) 
for all a and all ^  (i = 1,2 m). 
These quadratic forms set equal to their expectation form a linear 
system of equations given by 
g0 = e(z) , 
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where ^  and Q are m-vectors having components 0^ and respectively, 
and where the ijth element of G is tr(A^Vj). Then, provided G is 
nonsingular, £ = G~^Q is an unbiased estimator of 0_. 
More specifically the technique considered the quadratic forms in 
the first-order partial derivatives of the likelihood function under 
the normality assumption with a_ replaced by 
= (x'v~^ )"^ x'vq^ x 
for some value of e 0 and where VQ = These quadratic 
forms satisfy (1) and (2) and when set equal to their expectations 
result in a system of equations G(0^^®^)^ = which is consistent. 
Later, LaMotte (1973) showed that G(£^®)) is nonsingular if and only if 
0^ (1 = l,2,...,m) are estimable (i.e., admit unbiased estimators) in 
the class of quadratic translation-invariant estimators. LaMotte also 
described an iterative version of his approach in which 
^(t+1) = [G(^(c))]'"^g(^(':);2) 
where represents the value produced on the t^^ iteration. 
Harville (1977) noted LaMotte's iterative algorithm ignoring any 
complications brought about by the constraint ^  e 0 actually provides 
a means for computing a REML estimate of Furthermore, Harville 
remarked that with respect to the general mixed model the equations 
3Lj^/3^ = £ obtained by differentiating (5.1) with respect to 
0^ (1 = 1,2,...,m) consist in effect of m translation-invariant 
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quadratic forms set equal to their expectation. These quadratic 
forms are the same as the quadratic forms obtained by finding the 
first-order partial derivatives of the likelihood function and then 
replacing a_ by _â(8) = [X*V~^(^)X]~^X'Hence, the quadratic 
forms LaMotte utilized were Identical with those which would arise in 
the system of equations = 0^. However, in the setting of the 
general mixed model the resulting system of equations will frequently 
be a nonlinear one in Harvllle continued by stating that when the 
REML approach is unfeasible computationally one may wish to take as an 
estimate of ^  the solution ^  to = 2 where 
- E[Q(^;y) ] and where @is a vector whose elements (2»Z.) consist 
of m translation-invariant quadratic forms which resemble those used in 
REML estimation but are easier to evaluate. As an Iterative procedure 
would be required to solve the equations, Harvllle proceeded to comment 
that Instead of merely solving the equations = 0^ we could proceed 
as though we were maximizing a function whose first-order partial 
derivatives are given by G(j8 ;%) . 
We now shall examine more closely the nature of the m translation-
invariant quadratic forms which arise in REML estimation and suitable 
approximations to these quadratic forms. 
Consider the mixed model 
 ^= xo^  +  ^ (5.2) 
where ^ ^(Nxl) is a vector of observations, X and Z are known matrices of 
constants, a (pxl) is a vector of fixed effects, ^  is a vector of random 
effects, and where le is a vector of random errors. Assume that E(e^) = 0^, 
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E(W = 0^, and cov(_b,^) = 0. Let D = var(W , R = var(e^) , and V = var(^) , 
so that V = R + ZDZ'. Assume X has full column rank and R is positive 
definite. Suppose D, and hence V, are the only matrices which are 
functions of the parameter vector ^  • • • »^) ' £ 0, where 0 is a 
subset of m-dimension Euclidean space. Furthermore, suppose D is 
nonsingular for all ^  E 0. In this special case Harville showed that 
the quadratic forms appearing in the first-order partial derivatives 
of (5.1), which are 
(2 - xâ)'V"^OV/aei)V"^(X - xâ) (i = 1,2,...,m) , 
may be simplified to -b' (9D"^/38where £ = (X*V~%)~^X*and 
^ = DZ'V~^(2 - X&). Any procedure for solving the system of equations 
that results from setting the quadratic forms (3D~^/36^)^ (i = 1,2, 
...,m) equal to their expectations requires the computation of the 
estimates of the fixed and random effects for a given value or values 
of £ on each iteration. The computations associated with evaluating 
the expectations of these quadratic forms are related to those associ­
ated with evaluating the dispersion matrix of the estimates. 
The state-space model can be cast into the form of (5.2) with 
X = 0. The correspondences are as follows; 
Z = (%!, " " ', Z = diag (Z^ Z^) , 
e = (le^,... ,e^) ' , b = (b^,.. . ,b^) , 
R = diag (R^,...,R^), D = WQW' where 
Q = diag (Qi»...,Qt) and 
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w 
-1 
-to 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 -ta 
The quadratic forms appearing in the first-order partial derivatives of 
the likelihood function (note there are no fixed effects here) are 
_^'V~^(3V/36^)V~^^ which, assuming Q is nonsingular and R is free of 
may be reexpressed as -b'(3D~^/90j[)^ where ^  = DZ'V"^. The estimate 
could more explicitly be written as |T »—21T |^)' since it 
represents the optimal estimate based on all data through y,],. 
The idea of expressing approximate first-order partial derivatives 
of the likelihood of the observations in the state-space model in terms 
of the completely smoothed estimates has led engineers (Bar-Shalom 1972; 
Schweppe 1973, pp. 438-440) to consider off-line iterative procedures 
in which on each iteration the smoothed estimates (k = 1,2,...,T) 
for given values of £ are calculated. In certain cases and by making 
certain simplifying approximations Bar-Shalom and Schweppe were able to 
express the equations 3L/3^ = £ as a system of equations linear in 
Then, much in the same spirit as LaMotte (1970), they proposed off-line 
iterative procedures which amount to explicitly solving on the (t+l)st 
lk\' iteration a system of linear equations expressed in terms of 6p.|>p(9^*'^) 
to obtain a new value . 
Schweppe (1973) in an attempt to employ some recursive logic 
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suggested that ^ I for some fixed lag & may be a good approximation to 
for sufficiently large Z. If we implement this approximation into 
the procedure above, it would still require reprocessing of the data for 
different values of ^  but now we would need to find only the fixed lag 
smoothed estimates rather than the completely smoothed estimates 
6y|T to obtain a new value of Fixed lagged smoothing can be 
performed using the Kalman filter by redefining the state vector at 
stage k to consist of ' ' Then by consistently defin­
ing the transition matrices, the state and observation errors and their 
variance matrices, one may process with the Kalman filter the observa­
tion at the kth stage to produce the estimate | k+&^ ' 
whose first component is the fixed lag smoothed estimate (k = 2,3,... ). 
Initially, for k = 1, one needs to process the vector (Xp • • • ' • 
Sallas^ examined the scalar version of the state space model (y^^ 
and b^ are both univariate random variables) with the states b2,b3,... 
described by a covariance stationary process bj^ = pb^_2 + 
(k = 2,3,... ) starting with b^ = w^ and with the observations yj^ 
described by y^ = zj^bj^ + ej^. The parameters p, = var(w]^) and 
a| = var(e^) were to be estimated. By assuming that the 
var(b]^,b2,... ,bx) * is positive definite for all values of the parameters, 
Sallas found that the quadratic forms appearing in the first-order 
partial derivatives of the likelihood could be expressed in terms of 
the estimators (k = 1,2,...,T). Also the expectations of these 
^William M. Sallas, "Some relationships between linear models and 
Kalman filtering." Unpublished manuscript. Department of Statistics, 
Iowa State University, 1977. 
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quadratic forms could be expressed in terms of 
%|t -
var 
L^k+llT ~ \+lJ 
A procedure in which this system of equations was replaced by one 
resembling it which still maintained the structure of three quadratic 
forms set equal to their expectations was suggested. Now the quadratic 
forms involved and I(k = 1,2,...,T-1) and the expecta­
tions involved 
var 
^k k+1 - t»k 
-^k+l|k+l - \+l-
This new system utilized expressions which could be evaluated at 
specific parameter points by using the Kalman filter to perform fixed 
lag smoothing with £ = 1 as previously described. Although this proce­
dure made the problem less complicated computationally, the procedure 
still had two shortcomings: 
1. The system of equations to be solved were nonlinear and it 
was not clear how one might solve these equations. 
2. Any procedure that was employed to solve the equations 
would have to be an iterative one in which the quadratic 
forms would be evaluated at several values of the parameters. 
This would require reprocessing the data with the Kalman 
filter for different values of the parameters where the state 
vector is defined as (b^.b^tiy as described earlier to get the 
estimates and b^+i|k+i (k = 1,2 T-1) . 
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Although both Schweppe and Sallas' suggestions do employ some 
recursive logic, they still require reprocessing of the data with each 
iteration, and therefore, they cannot really be considered on-line. 
The Filtering Form of the Restricted 
Maximum Likelihood Function 
We may obtain the representation (5.1) from the logarithm of the 
likelihood of 2 with respect to the two-part random model (3.18) or 
(3.23) by again utilizing limit results from Chapter III. Only for 
notatlonal convenience do we choose to work with the two-part random 
model (3.23). 
By taking the distribution of % in (3.23) to be multivariate normal 
we obtain that the natural logarithm of the likelihood differs by only 
an additive constant from the function 
L(^;2) = -J$ln[det(T2xx' + V)] -^^'(T^XX' + V)-!^ 
defined for ^  e n. 
We have by (3.28) that llm (t^XX' + V)"l = V~^(I - pV). However, 
2^^  _ x 
from (1.14) we note that V~^(I - P^)X = 0; hence, V (I - P^) is 
singular. Thus, the llm L(_8;z) will not yield (5.1) since 
x^ -xjo 
llm ln[det(T2xX' + V)] 
= ln{det[llm (t^ XX' + V)]} 
=  0 .  
However, if we utilize (2.8), we may rewrite L(0;y) as follows : 
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L(^;2,) = -%ln[det(V)] - %ln det(T~^I + X'V^X) 
- "I" In - î^ '(t^ XX' + V) ^  . 
Maximization of L(^;^) with respect to ^  is equivalent to maximization 
of L(^;y) + .E Inx^ which equals 
- %ln[det(V)] -Jgln[det(T~2l + X'V~^X)] 
- îg '^(t^ xx' + v)~^  . 
The limit as of this expression is (5.1). Note that 
2.'V-1(I - PY)2 = x'V^d - ?%)(! - ?%)% [by (1.12)] 
A A A 
= Z'd - PY)'V-1(I - pV [by (1.13)] 
= (% - X^)'V~^(^ - x&) . 
As we have assumed that the estimation problem is one unfolding 
in time and that the user is interested in the estimates 5 and b, • . 
-k|k 
we also wish to base any estimation scheme for ^  and on previous 
computations as much as possible. Hence, we will explore the possi­
bilities of utilizing the filtering algorithm for the mixed model to 
aid us in the simultaneous estimation problem. 
The joint probability density function for ~ 
can be obtained as a product of conditional probability densities of 
given ^ (k = 1,2 T) with regarded as degenerate. Recall 
that for the random model (the state-space model described in 
Chapter I) where is multivariate normal, the Kalman filter generates 
the conditional means and variances of ^  given — —klk-1 
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Cfcik 2^^ > respectively. It follows that Z^b^j and are the 
ic 
conditional mean and variance of 2^ given Furthermore, the joint 
probability density function for ^  (Schweppe 1965) is 
(2na^ ) ^  x n[det(h%^ ] 
k 
x exp{-îâa-2 I (zk - zk^ |k-l)'hk^ (% " ^ k^lk-l^  ^
where N = }] n^. We note that - Zk^k|k-1 uncorrelated (Kailath 
k 
1968); hence this density is also the joint probability density of the 
innovations - Zk&klk-l ~ 1,2 T). [Note that varÇy^ -
= var{ek - zk(ik|k_i - j^ )} = (.\ + zk^ k]k-l^ k^ ®^  = 
For the two-part random model (4.2) the joint probability density 
function of is 
(2TT)"^ X n[det(J,)]"^ 
k ^ 
x exp{-% i (zk -
<2k - k_i " ^l^ k| k-1* • 
Hence, 
1(^ ,0^ ;^ *) = -h \  ln[det(jk)] 
Utilizing (2.8) we can write 
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detCJ^) = y („2,»k detCRfc + 
x det[t-2i + + '''nk4|k-i"k>'^ ul • 
Therefore, maximization of L(^,o^with respect to ^  and is 
equivalent to maximization of L(^,a^;y^) + ~2' In which equals 
- J g N  l n a 2  -  i i l  l n [ d e t ( R k  +  U ' )  ]  
k|k-l K 
- h i  I n  det[t-2l + x^ c^ozrk + 
- h i  (Zk - Xkz^-llk-l " zk^ k^|k-l)'^ k^ (zk - %k2AkZi|k_i 
- ZkÊ^jLi) • 
Take the limit as of this expression and utilize the results 
of Chapter IV to evaluate the limit. We obtain 
= -%(N - px) Ino^ - h i  ln[det(Hk)] 
- H i  ln[det(Lj^)] - - 1 -  I  (5-3) 
k 2a k 
Hk 
where 2% = Zk " ^ %-l " %|k-l ^k = ®k ' 
The Mixed Model Innovations 
In the state-space model, as mentioned earlier, the innovations 
are uncorrelated and, assuming normality, their joint distribution is 
identical to the distribution of 2^ = xj.) ' • Before defining 
the mixed model innovations, we give the following: 
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Theorem 5.1; Let the be as defined in (5.3). The vectors (I -
^^kl)—k " 1,2,...,T) are mean zero uncorrelated random vectors. 
Proof ; We have 
fi, = 
zk - x. _a - Z , h  k2-k-l "k^k k-1 
-^1 - ^ k-1 
alk-l "^ k j 
%kl^ l 
Therefore, E(I - = 0^ since the mixed model estimators are 
unbiased (Definition 3.2) and 
To show that cov[(I - Px^^)f^^, (I - ~ 0 for j f k it 
suffices to examine the two cases j =2, k = 3 and j =2, k = 4 The 
reasoning for this is as follows. Assume k - 1 > j. Let 2 * '  
•j-1 
- » -^j+l/k-l ^-^j+l'* * *'-^k-l^ ' ' Zj-l" diag(Zi,Z2,...,Zj_^), 
%j+l/k-l = diag(Zj+i,...,Zk_i), b*_^ = (bi,...,bj_^)', 
= • • • '^k-l^ ' ' -j-1 " (-1 -j-1^ ' ' -j+l/k-1 " ^-j+1, • ' " '-k-1^ ' ' 
-2 var(b*_^), R*_^^ = a~^ var(e*_^) , q*.i = 
'j-1 
-jl *j2-l 
, and X' 
k-1 
LXj+l/k-1,1 Xj+l/k-1,2J 
Define ^j+l/k-l 
—j+l/k-1 ^j+l/k-l^j —j+l/k-1 
with var(w. ) = Q* j+l/k-1' If j = 1 interpret 20» Zq» '-j+l/k-l' 
Q*, R* and Xq all as degenerate. The mixed model recursions allow us 
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to process at the first stage the vector ^ where 
j^-1 " j^-a-1 4-1 • 
At the end of the first stage we have found and We 
may then form on the second stage 
(i - - xjzâj-i - zjijij.i) -
At the second stage we may also process where 
Ti - xjhj + zjbj + e. . 
On the third stage we may process where 
^+l/k-l ~ ^ j+l/k-1—k-1 ^  ^ 4+1/k-l 
On the fourth stage we may form 
" ^ xkl) " ^k2^ k-l " ^fc^ kjk-p • 
Hence for the case k- 1>j it suffices to show 
(i - ^ x2l)(22 - ^ 22^ 1 - 11) 
and 
(I - Px4i) " ^42^3 " ^ 4^13) 
are uncorrelated. Similarly for the case k-l = j it suffices to show 
(I - PX3j^)(Z3 - %2«2 ~ ^ 3^31 2) 
and 
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~ " ^22^ 1 - ^ 2^ 21 p 
are uncorrelated. 
We have 
1^ - % 0.2 - of. 
cov(f.3,i2) = cov[e3 - u3 i  ^ " i, çg -
,bo lo-bo/ vt>oii-b £^312 - 23 1^ 211 - -2.2 
= -U3 cov 
2^ 
-1^ 3(621 2 ~ -2^  " -3' » 
®2 - "2 
«1 -«1 
(l2|l j 
Now, 
-U3 cov 
-22 
\^ 2|2/ 
«2 1^ - a. 
e - u2 
_vt3(b2|2 - ' \^ 2|1 ~ ^ 2 /-i 
^0 \  
\-2\y 
c2|id'h-1(i -
So 
cov 
l_\^  13(^ 2] 2 ~ -2^  ' ' -2i1 " -2 
= cov i 0 \ a, 
"^ 3 al2| 1 " -2^  
( 2.1 
52 - *2 . 
I 0 
,0 T, 
ic2|iu;h-1(i -
100 
fl 0 
\0 T, 
"2 -
-2 1 
I 0 
\o 
c2| id^ h-ld -
x2i 
-liV 2 *21 
'1 0 
lo tr 
[c2|lug - cjiin^ d - h;1x2il-1x2i)] 
= B, say. 
Note that 
*21" " %i)'  " 
(i - h-1x2il-1x2^ )[i - x2^ (x;^ x2i)-\;^ ] 
= I - H-lXj^L-lx^^ - X2i(x;,X2i)-lX2i + 
- " -
This gives BCl-Pxg^)' = 0. Hence, the coving, (I - = 0. 
Also, mimicking the first five steps in obtaining cov(^g,^2) we 
have GOV (^,^2) = 
-Iv ' Tl"^ 
- cov I 0 
\o 14/16312-13^  
l3 x3j^ h3 
I 0 
0 T, 
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-3 - "3 L 
1^ 312 - ^ 2 /-i ' 
( a-. 
v^ 2ll - ^ 2. 
= -u4 
0 
- u. 
(\ 0 ) 4 
B 
ao tJ 
I 0 
0 T, 3^1 2%'" -
X covCf^.f^) 
Recall that B(I - Px2i^ ' ~ ® cov(^^,^g)(I - = 0. This gives 
cov[^, (I - =0-0 
Let the columns of the matrix be an orthonormal basis for the 
eigenvectors associated with the eigenvalue one of I - ^ x^i* Then 
AjjA^ = I - Pxki A^A^ = I. It follows from Theorem 5.1 that 
A^^ (k = 1,2,...,T) are zero-mean uncorrelated random vectors since 
A^(I - Pxki^ ~ The var(A^^) = Aj^Hj^Aj^a^. We will show that 
maximization of the log likelihood of the A^^^ is equivalent to 
maximization of (5.3) assuming normality. The joint probability 
density of A^f^ (k = 1,2,...,T) is 
(2no2)"^i(^"PT) X n[det (A^H^A^)] 
X exp {-%o-2 ^  f^Aj^(A^Hi^Aj^)-lA^f^}. (5.4) 
We need the following lemmas in which X(Nxp) has rank p and V(NxN) 
is a positive definite matrix. 
Lemma 5.1; Let G = V~^X(X'V~^X)~^. Take A such that AA' = I - and 
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A'A = I. Then, 
[(A,G)'V(A,G)]"^ = diag[(A'VA)-l, X'V~^X] . 
Proof : We have 
[(A,G)'V(A,G)] -1 A* VA A'VG 
G'VA G'VG 
-1 
Note that AA'VG = (I - Px)X(X'v"^)~^ = 0 by (1.14). Hence, 
A'AA'VG = A'VG = 0. Also, G'VG = (X'V^X)"^. D 
Lemma 5.2; Take A such that AA' = I - Pjj and A'A = I. Then 
a(a'va)-1a' = v-i(i - p%). 
Proof: We have 
(A,G)[(A,G)'V(A,G)]-1(A,G)' 
- (A,G) "(a'va)-l 0 
0 x'v^ x 
(A,G)' (by Lemma 5.1) 
which implies that 
v"i = A(A'VA)-1A' + v-ix(x'v-ix)-ix'v"i . D 
Lemma 5.3: Take A and G as in Lemma 5.1, then |det(A,G)| = [det(X' 
Proof : We have 
|det(A,G)| = {det[(A,G)'(A,G)]} 
k 
det 
A'G\ 
G'A G'GV 
= [det(G'G - G'AA'G)]^ 
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= [det(G'P^G)]^ 
= [det(x'x)-l]^ : 
= [det(X'X)]-'^ . D 
The next lemma follows immediately from Lemma 5.1. 
Lemma 5.4; Take A and G as in Lemma 5.1, then 
det[(A,G)'V(A,G)] = det(A'VA)/det(X'V"^) . 
The following lemma follows from Lemmas 5.3 and 5.4. 
Lemma 5.5; Take A as in Lemma 5.1, then 
det(A'VA) = det(X'V"%) det(V) [det(X'X) 
Lemmas 5.2 and 5.5 allow us to rewrite (5.4) as 
(2no2)-%!(n-pt) x nldet(x^ 3^ h^ \3^ ]"^ [det(h )]"^ tdet(xkix^ )^] 
k 
X exp (5.5) 
k 
where ). It is now clear that working with either 
k^l , 
expression (5.3) or the logarithm of the likelihood of the A^^ 
(k = 1,2,...,T) are equivalent since det(X^^Xj^j^) is a function free of 
^ and a^. This may seem as it should be since it would appear that the 
elements of Aj^^^ (k = 1,2,...,T) forma set of N - p^ linearly independent 
error contrasts. However, here the elements of A]^^ are functions of 
^ contrary to Definition 5.1. Hence, it is not clear that working with 
a genuine set of linearly independent error contrasts is identical to 
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working with the as the Jacobian involved in the transformation 
may be a function of Nevertheless, in this case working with the 
A|,f|, is legitimate because of the limiting argument utilized to derive 
in (5.3). We shall call the A^fy the mixed model innovations. 
One might conjecture that working with the likelihood of the 
i i hw i 
AjjJ^ where now A^ is such that A^A^ = (I - ) and A^Aj^ = I might 
also lead to an equivalent representation to (5.3). However, this is 
not the case. It is easily seen from the proofs that Theorem 5.1 and 
Lemmas 5.1, 5.2 and 5.4 remain valid when P^^^(P^) are replaced by 
P^^l(P^). However, the result of Lemma 5.3 is changed to 
|det(A,G)| = [det(G'P^G) 
= [det(G'G)]^: . 
Hence, the result in Lemma 5.5 changes to 
det(A'VA) = det(x'v-lx) det(V) det(G'G) . 
Thus, the alteration to (5.5) is to replace [det(X^^X^2)]^ by 
[det(G'G)]"^\ Therefore, if one works with the log likelihood of the 
A^f^ where A^A^ = I - P^j^^ and A^Aj^ = I, one is led to working with a 
function not equivalent to (5.3) since det(G'G) will in general depend 
on 
One final remark before moving on is with regards to a computa­
tionally more desirable form for the expressions (I - P^^ )f. and 
, k^l 
ffc^k^k BPPGaring in the mixed model recursions and also in ^1(^,0^;%) 
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in (5.3). We have 
" - - %2âk-i - \itik-i) 
= Zk - Xkiiki - \2\-1 " %|k-i 
- ik - XklÂkl ' (5.6) 
and also 
ik«ak - fkv" - 4^ % 
- 4»;;'" - fxki' « - 4^ )4. ("y <1-1» j 
" v" - ï'xu'^ k [ty (1.13)1 
-  < i k  -  ^ l â k i ) -  = ^ à i >  •  ( 5 - 7 )  
Recursive Estimation of and the 
Fixed and Random Effects 
It is clear from (5.3) that the value of which maximizes 
for any ^  e n is ô^(^) = (N-p.^)"^ ^  f^M^f^. An alternative 
k 
expression utilizing (5.7) is 
52(6) - (n-pj)-l x (£^  - - x^ âl) • 
Recalling that f^M^f^ = (A^f^) ' (aJ'^h^ ^a^ ^)"^ ap-f^ and that var(Akf^) 
= AkHkA^a^ where A^Ak = I - and A^A^ = I, we have 
e(fk^ kfk) = tr(akhkaj^ )"^ (akhkak)a2 = [nk - (pk - pk-l^ ®^^  ' 
Thus, 
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e[ I lk\fkl = (n - pfioz . 
k 
Hence, the estimator for has the structure of setting a quadratic 
form (whose specific value depends on equal to its expectation—a 
familiar property of BEML estimators. In addition, under the assump­
tion of normality, we obtain by invoking a theorem on the distribution of 
quadratic forms (see, e.g., Searle 1971, p. 58) that 
-pt 
Maximization of L]^ with respect to ^  and is equivalent to 
maximization of L2(^;]^) = L-j^(e[,ô^(^) ;;^*) + constant. We have 
^ 2 ^ — =  - % ( N  -  p g i )  I n  5 ^  - h \  l n [ d e t ( H j j ) 3  
k 
- h i  ln[ d e t ( L j ^ ) ]  
k 
defined for e A parameter point which maximizes 1^2would 
be a reml estimate for say and a reml estimate for would be 
Ô^(^). The mixed model recursive estimators ^ ]^(^) and iEk| k^—^ will 
remain linear unbiased estimators (Kackar 1979); however, they will 
not retain the optimality properties of the corresponding estimates 
assuming ^  were known. That is, it can no longer be said that 
are optimal in the sense described in Theorem 3.1. 
Also C^i ]^(_8) will no longer be the correct mean squared error matrix. 
Kackar (1979) examines mean squared error approximations for linear 
estimators of the fixed and random effects for the general model given 
by (3.1) with var(u) = D(^). The estimators he considers are those 
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where ^  is estimated by a procedure such as REML and then estimators 
for the fixed and random effects are those described by Theorem 3.1 
where we act as though the estimated value for ^  is the true value. 
The estimators and would appear to be reasonable 
estimators with the additional advantage that they may be calculated 
efficiently once ^  has been calculated. Of course, it may be argued 
that since any numerical optimization procedure used to maximize L2 
would be strictly off-line that there may no longer be use for the 
filtered estimates and that the mixed model recursions only furnish a 
way of evaluating L2 at specific parameter points. Nevertheless, we 
will first explore off-line estimation of ^  utilizing the mixed model 
recursions. It would appear that any approximate restricted maximum 
likelihood on-line technique would best be based on the exact off-line 
technique with some suitable approximations to make the procedure on­
line. 
Off-line Estimation of ^  
The simplest possible situation would be if 0 consisted only of 
a finite number of points. The mixed model recursions could be used 
to evaluate L2(—»ZT^ at each point in Î2. In practice, however, is 
generally not finite. Rather 0 is a subspace in Euclidean m space. 
"ft 
We assume that L2(—»^T^ attains its supremum at an interior point in 
n and that 12^—'2^) a twice differentiable function of Hence, 
the partial derivatives vanish at that point so that ^  satisfies 
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* 
367 = 0 (i = 1,2,...,m) 
8=8 
Iterative procedures for finding ^  may require repeated evaluation 
of the first-order partial derivatives and the second-order partial 
derivatives. Alternatively, some procedures utilize the expected 
values of the second-order partial derivatives in place of the second-
order partial derivatives themselves (see, e.g., Harville 1977). 
We will need to make extensive use of the following three matrix 
differentiation rules (see, e.g., Nering 1970, p. 280, and Graybill 
1969, p. 266): 
3 ln[det(B)]/38^ = tr[B-l(9B/38i)] . (5.8) 
9B-l/38i = -B-l(3B/38i)B-l . (5.9) 
3BC/38i = (3B/98i)C + B(3C/30j^) . (5.10) 
Let M = V~^(I - P^) where X has full column rank and V = V(^). Rules 
(5.9) and (5.10) can be used to show 
3M/38i = -MOV/38i)M , (5.11) 
and 
3[m(9v/98i)m]/38j 
= M[32v/98i38j - (3V/30^)M(3V/38j) - (3V/38j)MOV/3e^) ]M . (5.12) 
By the chain rule (see, e.g., Olmsted 1959, p. 375), 
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we have 
3[l2(e;ij)]/80i = {8[li(8^ o2;2*)]/38i}1^ 2^.2 
+ {8[li(8,a2;z*)]/a(o2)}|g2^ .2 ^  (aô^ /ae,) 
= {3[Ll(8,o2;2l)]/a8i}1^2=32 (5.13) 
since {3[Li(G^G2;j^^]/9(o2)}|Q2=$2 = 0 . 
Now 
Lj^ (0^ ,a^ ;_2.^ ) = -%(N - p^ p) In - % J ln[det(Hj^ )] 
- h \ ln[det(L]j)] - h \ . 
k k 
Mimicking Harville (1977) and utilizing (5.8) and (5.9) as well as the 
cyclic property of the trace operator, we obtain 
3{ln[det(Hj^) ] + ln[det(L]^) ]}/90£ 
= tr[h-10hj^ /aei)] - tr[l-lxj^ 3^ h-loh^ /30ph^ lxj^ ]^ 
= tr[H-l(I - XklLk\^H-l)OHk/3ei)] 
= tr[mj^ ohi^ /8ep] . 
Utilizing (5.10) and (5.11) we obtain 
3[ I 
k 
= - I ikV3V^®l^\-^k + 2 I fiMj^Ofk/30j^) . (5.14) 
k k 
Therefore, 
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9[li(e,a2;yj)]/30i 
= -h)^ tr[m^ ohi^ /3e^ )] + îg 0-2 i 
- I • (5.15) 
k 
Hence, using (5.13) we may obtain pt[L2(^;^)]/98^ by replacing in 
(5.15) by 0% = (N - p-p)"^ % 
k 
To obtain the second-order partial derivatives of L2 in terms of 
L]^ we may again use the chain rule to obtain 
92[l2(e;;j.*)]/39i30j = { (6,0^  j^ *) ]/90 . 90^ } j ^ 2=g2 
+ {92[Li(0,o2;2*)]/98i9(o2)}|^2=g2 (96^/90^). (5.16) 
The last term in (5.16) equals 
[- h Ô"'' If^ (9%/98i)Mi^  + IfiMj^ (9fk/90^ )] x (952/90 ) . 
k k 
Now using (5.15), (5.10), (5.11) and (5.12) to calculate the second 
order partials, we obtain 
92[^(^,a2;;2j)]/90^90^ 
= - hi tr{mj^ [(9^ hj^ /90^ 90j) - (9hj^ /90^ )m^ (9hj^ /90^ )]} 
+ % 0-2 % fk^ m]^ [(92%/90^ 90j) - 2(9hj^ /90i)m^ (9h^ /90j)]m,^ }4, 
+ I %OHk/B8i)MkOik/38j) 
Ill 
+ a-2 I f^ mj^ (3hj^ /8ej)mi,ofj^ /30^ ) 
- o~2 i (3f^ /36^ )mj^ (3fj^ /38^ ) 
- I f^M^O%/38ia8j) . (5.17) 
Using (5.16) one could obtain 3^[L2(£;x^)]. 
Before examining the expected values of the second-order partial 
derivatives, we need to establish some further results. We will assume 
the general mixed model formulation given in (3.1) with V = V(^) . 
Lemma 5.6; For the general mixed model (3.1), cov(_u - u.y - XÔ^) = 0. 
Proof: We have 
cov[DZ'V~^(^ - X&) - u., i - X^] 
= cov[DZ'V"^(I - P]^)2 - u, (I - ?][)%] 
= cov{[DZ'V-l(I - PJ)Z - I]u, (I - Pj)^} [by (1.14)] 
= [DZ'V-1(I - pV)Z - I]DZ'(I - P|)' 
= [DZ'd - pVj'V-lz - I]DZ'(I - pV)' [by (1.13)] 
= 0 [by (1.12)] . 0 
The preceding lemma is interesting in its own right. The random 
model counterpart of Lemma 5.6 is the Projection Theorem (see, e.g., 
Karlin and Taylor 1975, Thm. 3.1) which is obtainable here by taking 
X = 0. For the random model [model (3.1) with X = 0] cov(û - u,^) = 0 
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intuitively says that all information from 2 for purposes of predicting 
_u has been extracted. 
Lemma 5.6 remains valid if % - Xâ is replaced by the ordinary 
least-squares residuals (I - 2^)% since (I - P^)'(I - P^) = I -
(see the second to last line of the proof of Lemma 5.6). If we take 
the matrix A such that AA' = I - P^ (or I - P^) with AA' = I, then 
cov(û - u, A'2) = 0 and the minimum mean square linear predictor for 
^'u based on A'2 is given by Theorem 2.1 as follows: 
A.'[y^ + DZ'A(A'VAr^(^'x - A'Xa)] 
= _X'DZ'A(A'VA)"^A'(2 - Xa) 
= A/DZ'V"1(I - P^) (% - X£) (by Lemma 5.2) 
= X/DZ'V-1(I - pj[)2 [by (1.14)] 
= a^ 'dz'v-1(2 - x&) 
which is the mixed model estimator for Intuitively, A'^. furnishes 
all the information for estimation of the random effects in the mixed 
model. The proof above remains valid for the matrix A such that AA' = 
I-P^ with AA' = I since Lemma 5,2 remains valid when P^ is replaced by P^. 
Corollary 5.1; For the general mixed model (3.1) with the matrix X 
having full column rank, we have the following; 
cov(û - u, 3^/30j^) = 0 (5.18) 
cov(û - u, 3^^/39^30j) = 0 (5.19) 
cov(û^ - u, Û.) =0 (5.20) 
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cov(û - _u, 3^/30^) = 0 (5.21) 
cov(û^ - u, 3^^/90j^30j) = 0 • (5.22) 
Proof ; We have 
â = (X'V-^X)-^X'V-^x 
and 
3â/30i = (x'v-1x)~^ x'v"^ (3v/30^ )v~^ x(x'v~%)"^ x'v~^  
- (x'v"%)"%'v~^ (9v/aei)v~^  . 
= - (x'v~%)-lx'v-l(3v/30i)v-l(l - Pp2 
= - (x'v-lx)-lx'v-l(9v/90i)v-l(y - xâ) 
= W^(2 - xâ), say. (5.23) 
Hence, cov(û - u, 3jâ/30^) = 0 by Lemma 5.6. Also &a/90i90j = (9Wj^/90j) 
X (X ~ X^) - Wj^XWj (y - X^) . Hence, cov(_û - u, 9^^/30£30j) = 0 by Lemma 
5.6. 
We also have û = DZ'V~^(^ - X&). Hence, 
3Û/90i = [9(DZ'V-l)/90i](2 - X&) - DZ'V^XWy, (% - xâ) . (5.24) 
Therefore, equations (5.20) and (5.21) follow from Lemma 5.6. Also 
9^û./30^90j is seen to be a linear function of % - Xâ from (5.24) and 
(5.23). Thus (5.22) follows, fl 
Suppose X has full column rank, then cov(^, % - X^) = 0. This 
actually is a special case of the result that ^ '2 is the BLUE of its 
expectation if and only if it is uncorrelated with every linear function 
with expectation identically zero (see, e.g., Zyskind 1967, Thm. 3). 
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The proof of Corollary 5.1 establishes that 3^/30^, 3^^/98^90j, û, 
3_û/30i, and 3^^/30^30j are all linear functions of % - X^. Hence, we 
also have the following counterparts of (5.18)-(5.22): 
cov(^, 3^/30^) = 0 (5.25) 
cov(^, 3^^/38j^30j) = 0 (5.26) 
cov(^, Û) = 0 (5.27) 
cov(^, 3_u/30£) = 0 (5.28) 
cov(^ , 3^ û/30^ 30j) = 0 . (5.29) 
To find the expectations of the second-order partial derivatives 
it will simplify matters algebraically if we examine 
rather than 1^2^—For convenience the expressions for and the 
first- and second-order partial derivatives are repeated as follows: 
Li(^ ,02;^ )^ = -J2(N - pçj,) In - h \ ln[det(Hk)] 
k 
- *3% ln[det(Lj^ )] - h a~^  Ilk^ k^ k (5.30) 
k 
31^ (^ ,0^  ;2^ )/38^  =  - h \  tr[m]j(3hj^ /30^ ) ] 
k 
+ f^Mj^(3Hi,/30^)Mkfi^ - % f^M^(3^/80i) (5.31) 
3lj^ (^ ,a^ ;y^ )/3(0^ ) = -%(n - p,j,)a~^  + h o~^  ^  (5.32) 
k 
3^11(^,0^;XT)/3Si36j [is given in (5.17)] 
a2l^ (_8y ;jr*)/38^ 3(o2) = _  ^f^ (3h^ /38j^ )m^  
+ o-'* I fkMkOfk/30i) 
k 
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3\(^ ,a2;2*)/9(a2)2 = %(N-p^)o-'* - % f^ lk ' 
k 
In order to evaluate the expectations of the second-order partial 
derivatives, we first note that for any two random vectors x and % 
with means 2% and respectively and covariance = cov(^ , x) 
e(x'ax) = tr(azy^ ) + j/ayy . (5.33) 
Now it follows from (5.18)-(5.22) and (5.25)-(5.29) that the following 
hold: 
1. cov(6]g| k - 3^ /a8i) = 0 
2. cov(^|^ - 8^ /^36^ 9ej) = 0 
3. covCB^n^ - = 0 
4. cov(%|^  - 3bk|k/30i) = 0 
5. covC^jk - = 0 
6. cov(^ , 9oij^ /30^ ) = 0 
7. cov(^ , 3^ âjç^ /36j^ 30j) = 0 
8 .  cov(^, ^ |k^ = 0 
9. cov(^, 3âk|k^^®i^ ~ ® 
10. cov(^ j^ , 9^ bk^ k/3g^ 38j) = 0 . 
Now Ik = - %2«k-l - Zk^klk-l 
= gk - xk2(ik-1 - " vk(^ k-l|k-l " ^k-l) 
+ \l^ l + • 
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Also 8f|j./30^ " ^k^^'^k/^^i^ik-l]k-1 
- vk(%_l|k-l/a8i) . 
and 
3^ fj^ /30^ 3e^  =-xk2(3^ âj^ _l/30i3ej) 
- v»\/»«i»«j)Li|k-i -
- Zk»V39j)»lk.i|k.i/a9i) - • 
Thus from (I)-(IO) we obtain cov(^, ~ ® and cov(Jj^, 9^fjj/30^30j) 
=  0 .  
Using (5.33) with the results above, we obtain the expectation of 
the second-order partial derivatives of L^. In (5.17) the third, 
fourth, and last terms have expectation zero. Using (5.33) with x ~ Z 
and using the cyclic property of the trace operator, we obtain the 
expectation of the second term in (5.17). It is 
ÎS tr {Mk[(32%k/30i30j) - 2(3H;^/901)M]^(3%/38j)]M^Hk} 
= % tr {Mj^Hj^Mk[(3^1^/30^30j) - 2(3Hi^./30^)Mi^(3Hij./30j) ] } 
= % tr {Mk[(32Hk/30i38j) - 2(3H^/30i)Mi^(3Hi^/30j) ]} [by (1.12)]. 
The expectation of the second-order partial derivatives are as follows : 
e[32l3^ (l,a2;^ *)/30^ 30j] = % tr{mi^ (3hi^ /30j_)m^ (3hi^ /30j)} 
- 0-2 I Et(3f^/30i)Mjj,(3fjj/30j)] (5.34) 
k 
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E[3 ;2^) /38 (o^) = -h a~^ \ tr(9H^/98^)M^H|^ 
k 
= -ÎS a-2 I trOHi,/39.)(I - P^ k )' 
k ^kl 
E[3^L^(_8,o^;y^)/9(o^)^] = -îâ(N - p,j,)a~'* 
(5.35) 
(5.36) 
We now examine the term \ jE^M^(3H^/98^)M|^ appearing in (5.31). 
k 
Lemma 5.7; The quadratic form \ fk^(9H^y98^)is translation 
invariant. 
Proof: We show each of the terms f^^Mj^(9H^/90^)M^f^ is translation 
invariant. We have 
«kîk = h-^ d - - ^ a|k-l' 
* 
= C^ , say 
, * / ' ' \ T J.  ^ • Where = (y^ . Let 2^ = (^ , ' 
0 X* [0 X*"] 
k-1 and X* = k 
xkl ^k2-
1 
» ^k+l/T-
Now E(M^ f|^ ) = 0^  by a simple argument similar to the one given at the 
beginning of Theorem 5.1. Thus, E(Cj^yj^) = jO which implies 
ck^ k^ k = ^  k^ 
ckx* = 0 . 
Furthermore, 
c' 
= 2î'o(9hk/90i)(ck,o) xt • 
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We have for all a = ' and all 2^ that 
iy* + x^ a) ' (ck)0h^ /38^ ) (c^ .o) + x^ a) 
Uk+i/T + <+i/W vo I Uk+i/T + <+1/#; 
= 4'io^)(9%/8ei)(Ck.O) JJ.* since C^X* = 0 . fl 
We now examine (5.30)-(5.32) and (5.34)-(5.36) more fully before 
suggesting a possible off-line procedure for estimation of The 
last term in (5.31) has expectation zero. The second term in (5.31) 
has expectation given by negative one times the first term. If we ne­
glect the last term, when (5.31) is equated to zero it has the familiar 
structure of m translation-invariant quadratic forms in the data set 
equal to their expectations. These quadratic forms depend on the 
unknown parameters. These same facts were observed previously for 
expression (5.32) with regard to REML estimation of o^. 
It appears the last term in (5.31) is of little value and may in 
fact only add noise to the evaluation of (5.31). In light of this, we 
suggest dropping the last term in (5.31). Interpret the first two 
terms as the first-order partial derivatives of some function we wish 
to maximize. If we wish to use the second-order partial derivatives, 
we should drop the last three terms in (5.17) since these all arise 
from the last term in (5.31). If instead we wish to use the 
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expectations of the second-order partial derivatives, the last term in 
(5.34) should be dropped. 
If we implement the suggestion in the last paragraph and use the 
expectations of the second-order partial derivatives instead of the 
second-order partial derivatives, we reduce computations and storage. The 
values for 9f^i^/96i, 9^j[^/98^3 8j and 9%j^/96^30j at specific parameter 
points need not be found. A suggested off-line procedure for estima­
tion of ^  would utilize the following: 
Li(e^ ,a2;^ *) = -^ (N - p^ )ln - h I ln[det(H]^ )] 
k 
- h i  l n [ d e t ( L ^ ) ]  -  h  ( 5 . 3 7 )  
k k 
9L^(_8,o2;2*)/98i = - hi tr[M^(9H^./90^)] 
k 
+ % 0-2 % f^Mj^(9Hj^/90^)M^^ (5.38) 
9 Li(^ ,o^  ;y^ ) /9 (o^ ) = -^ (N - p,],)a~^  + h (5.39) 
k 
E[9^ Li(^ ,a2;][*)/98j^ 98j] = -hi tr[Mk(9%/98^ )M]^ (9%/98j) ] (5.40) 
E[92Li^8^o2;2*)/98i9(o2)] = -hsf^ I tr(9H^/9ej^)M^H^ (5.41) 
E[9\(8,o2;j^*)/9(o2)2] = _Js(N - 5^)0"'* . (5.42) 
The suggested procedure is a variant of the method of scoring. 
The procedure along with other gradient procedures with regards to REML 
estimation is discussed by Harville (1977). For ease of notation, let 
_n = (8/,02)'. The value is specified by the user. On the t^^ 
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iteration the current value is converted into a new value which we 
denote by . The (t+l)st iterate of the scoring algorithm has the 
representation ]~^[3L^/9ji]Here, B is the 
(nrfl)X(nri-1) matrix whose ijth element is -ECB^L^/SniBnj), and B~^ is the 
large-sample covariance matrix of the REML estimator of jn. Note that 
[B^t)]-! is the large-sample covariance matrix of the REML estimator of 
_n evaluated at and is the (m-H)xl vector of 
derivatives evaluated at . 
The procedure indicated thus far does not utilize (5.37). How­
ever, as Harville (1977) indicates, the method can be adapted so that 
n(t+i) = n^t) + p^[B(t)]-i[aLi/3n](t) 
where > 0 is chosen to maximize progress in the search direction 
given by ]~^[3Lj^/3jn] Thus, (5.37) would need to be evaluated 
at several parameter points. 
Evaluation of (5.38), (5.40) and (5.41) cannot be achieved by the 
mixed model recursions alone. The 3Hj^/30j^ must be obtained. On the 
(t+l)st iteration at the end of stage k- 1 the user must specify 
[3T^/38^]^*^^ [3R^/38j^](*:)^ and [aQi^/ae^](i = 1,2 m) and have in 
storage (i = 1,2,...,m). Then [3H^y38^](^) may be 
evaluated recursively utilizing the recursive representations for 
and and the matrix differentation rules (5.9) and (5.10) to form 
[3Ck|k_i/a8i](t) and [3Ck|k/38i](t). 
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On-Llne Estimation 
Suppose the observation becomes available at the end of the kth 
month. At the end of each month we would like to obtain updated 
estimates for the fixed and random effects and also predictions for the 
following month. At the beginning of the first month, assuming we have 
no information with regard to estimating _n, pick a value for ji, say 
. Use as the true value for r[ in the mixed model recursions 
to obtain the updated estimates and one step ahead predictions of the 
fixed and random effects until, say, the end of the first year. In the 
meantime we should use also to evaluate [3Hj^/30^] (k = 1,2,... ,12) 
recursively. This requires at the end of stage k-1 that the user supply 
[91^/80^] (0), and [3Rj^^/30j^] (i = 1,2 m) and also 
requires storage of k_i/90i](i = l,2,...,m). Numerical 
values for the expressions (5.38) through (5.42) could be accumulated 
in time. At the end of the first year we could obtain 
If is "considerably different" from we should recompute all 
previous quantities for the first twelve months evaluated this time at 
Then we could again use the method of scoring to arrive at 
presumably a "better" estimate for _n. 
Assuming was reasonably close to , we can continue to 
use the mixed model recursions for the next twelve months. Using 
^12|12(J1^°^)' ^ 12112^-^^°^^' [Ci2|i2l^°^ and [aCi2|l2/3®il^°^ starting 
values and as the parameter vector henceforth, we can compute the 
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mixed model recursive estimates for the next twelve months along with 
the partial derivatives of These starting values will hopefully 
give good approximations for the values » 
[Ck|k_i]^^^ and [311^/96^]^^^ (k = 13,14,...,24) which could have been 
obtained by reprocessing all of the observations of the first 24 months 
with . 
At the end of the 24 months, the accumulated totals (accumulated 
over the entire 24 month period) in (5.38)-(5.42) could be utilized to 
arrive at an improved estimate The accumulated totals in (5.38)-
(5.42) will now represent a mixture—being partly evaluated at 
and partly at (assuming the starting values for the second 
year are close to what they would be in the off-line procedure which 
would reprocess the observations of the first 24 months with _n^^^). 
This maintains the structure in (5.38) and (5.39) of quadratic forms 
set equal to their expectation except that for the first year the 
quadratic forms and their expectations are evaluated at and in 
the second year at . 
Suppose that the estimate was a good one for _n . One might 
argue that the first derivative information evaluated at might 
prevent the derivative from being close to zero and thus prevent 
convergence. However, the matrix should be smaller 
than and thus the product hopefully 
"small" so that is not very different fromjn^^^. That is, with the 
input of additional observations, the early effect of the starting 
value will hopefully damp out. 
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The procedure can be continued in time. In addition to computa­
tional advantages, it has the advantage of producing a set of innovations 
which would be useful for checking for changes in the model not foreseen 
as well as the advantage of tracking the parameter value ji. 
No numerical work has been performed and any optimism about the 
aforementioned on-line procedure must be guarded. 
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